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AKA Directory
On the Oregon Coast

2009
Fall Kite
Festival
31st Annual!
Fall Kite Festival
October 10 & 11
Situated on the 45th parallel, Lincoln
City is positioned at the ideal point for
mixing warm equatorial air and cold
polar air, which creates ideal winds for
outdoor flying. Enjoy a weekend at the
beach and watch, learn and enjoy this
exciting sport. Activities for fliers and
watchers of all ages! Visit our website for
more information!

american kitefliers
association

Mel Hickman, Executive Director
Mailing: P.O. Box 1614, Walla Walla, WA 99362
Phone/Fax: 800/252-2550
Web: www.aka.kite.org
E-mail: xd@aka.kite.org

officers and
executive committee

Gary Engvall, President
11 Hornbeam Drive, Cranston, RI 02921
401/942-3606
president@aka.kite.org
Richard Dermer, First Vice President
1121 W. Eskridge Place, Stillwater, OK 74075
405/372-6127
vp1@aka.kite.org
Deb Lenzen, Second Vice President
2355 Pointe Loop, Bismarck, ND 58503
701/337-6730
vp2@aka.kite.org
Jon Burkhardt, Treasurer
10113 Lloyd Road, Potomac MD 20854
301/424-6976
treasurer@aka.kite.org

"The best kite flying location
in North America."
by Kitelines Magazine.
Portland
Lincoln
Salem Just a short
drive from
City
Eugene
Portland
through Oregon's beautiful
Wine Country and Coastal
Mountains!

(541) 996-1274
(800) 452-2151
www.oregoncoast.org
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education & public service
Web/Internet Outreach
National Kite Month
Kite Records
Education

Chuck Sigal 510/524-3459
Rick Hawkins 713/305-6777
Ted Manekin 716/639-7679
Rick Hawkins 713/305-6777

festivals / competitions
Fighter Kites
Kitemaking
Sport Kites
World Championships
Kite Art

Sharon Champie 707/545-6737
Steve Ferrel 610/395-3560
Russ Faulk 630/530-8690
David Gomberg 541/996-3083
Paul Fieber 608/271-8265

administration
Ways & Means
Contract Services
Safety & Insurance
By-laws
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Elections
Nominations

Jon Burkhardt 301/424-6976
Gayle Woodul 830/598-2414
Jerry McGuire 513/831-8379
Ted Manekin 716/639-7679
Mel Hickman 800/252-2550
Jerry McGuire 513/831-8379
Kathy Brinnehl 630/271-0765

promotion & membership

Sherri Pigeon, Secretary
1415 Main Street, #73, Dunedin, FL 34698
727/461-6689
secretary@aka.kite.org

Membership Jim Hodges 703/405-6211
Renewal and Retention Mel Hickman 800/252-2550
International Linda Sanders (+61) 885-562696

Angie Chau, Director at Large
181 Avon Parkway Drive, Avon, IN 46123
317/272-0187
dal5@aka.kite.org

annual meeting

Jim Cosca, Director at Large
13106 Parkridge Circle, Fort Washington, MD 20744
301/292-4849
dal6@aka.kite.org
Sam Poikail, Director at Large
165 Grafton Street, Brockton, MA 02301
617/451-1051
dal7@aka.kite.org

Held at
the D-River
State Wayside

aka committees

Convention
Fly Market
Mass Ascensions
Workshops
Auction
Kitemaking
Fighter/Rokkakus
Indoor Flying
Sport Kites

Barbara Meyer 763/424-2571
Ron Lindner 636/677-3029
Al Sparling 630/369-9682
Sis Vogel 641/236-6923
Maggie Engvall 401/942-3606
Steve Ferrel 610/395-3560
Sharon Champie 707/545-6737
Gayle Woodul 830/598-2414
Jim Barber 360/289-4915

convention management
Maggie Vohs, Convention Manager
Cameo Management Solutions, Inc.
P.O. Box 410, Otis, OR 97368
Phone: 541/994-4252
Fax: 541/994-3332
Web: www.cameomanagement.com
E-mail: convention@aka.kite.org

KITING magazine

Phil Broder, Editor
904 Bayview Road, Rio Grande, NJ 08242
609/465-6575
E-mail: kiting.ed@aka.kite.org
Kiting is published quarterly by the American Kitefliers
Association and distributed free to members. Please
contact the editor for information on submissions,
advertising, and deadlines.

Winter issue deadline: October 15
Spring issue deadline: January 15
Summer issue deadline: April 15
Autumn issue deadline: July 15
Send address changes to
UpdateAKA@aka.kite.org

Founded in 1964 by Robert M. Ingraham, the American Kitefliers Association is a nonprofit organization dedicated to educating the public in the
art, history, technology, and practice of building and flying kites.

The President’s Page
May this find you well and playing
with kites.
Elections: It’s that time again. It is
time to elect Regional Directors and an
AKA President. Please, vote for the person who best reflects your idea of how
the AKA should be run. But please vote.
Your Regional Director is on the Board
of Directors. These are the people who
make the day-to-day decisions of how
to run your AKA. They decide AKA policy.
The election closes Tuesday, September
29. This magazine publishes in early
September. This reminder might indeed
come just before the voting deadline,
but please do your best to vote. Ballots
were sent out August 22. If you have not
received yours, call Mel at 800/252-2550
and he will try to get you one in time.
Convention is October 5-10 in
Rochester, Minnesota. Convention is a
five-day party with the best kitefliers
from around the world. Some people
seem to think that Convention is all
about competitions. Most people who
attend Convention don’t compete at
all. Last year there were 300 people at
Convention and less than 70 competed
in the Nationals. Most people who go to
Convention are there for the friends and
the sharing and the learning and meeting
new people.
Don’t forget the Bag Raffle! The
Bag Raffle will run for almost the entire
Convention. Tickets can be bought at
(nearly) all times and there is no limit
to how many tickets you can buy or how
many can be dropped in any bag for any
item. There is great stuff to be had!
Items are needed for the Great
AKA Auction. Let’s not forget the Auction. It has unique kites, collector kites,
interesting accessories, hapi coats and
much more! Auction donations are being
accepted now. If you have an item for
the Auction, contact Maggie Engvall at
maggiekite@cox.net.
AKA Board meetings are open to all
AKA members. A member can pick up a
phone or click a mouse and be on the
Board meeting conference call. Details
for joining the calls are in the Clubhouse
on the AKA website. It’s very easy to use.
The AKA pays about the same for a year
of unlimited conferences as it once did
for a single conference call.
Finances: Some folks are very concerned that AKA finances are not where
they think they should be. There was a
very cooperative and productive meeting
of the Ways & Means Committee on July

30. The good news is that the AKA should
finish in the black this year, projections
say we will take in more than we spend.
Our cash position changes year to year
for any given month because we either
pre-pay things earlier, or the date of
the Convention means revenue comes in
later. Prepaid expenses are payments for
goods and services to be received in the
near future. Our cash position has been
low at times, not because we are spending more, but because we are spending
it earlier.

Even with that, July was a very
good month compared to last year. Net
income for July, 2009, was $5,023.89
compared to $1,108.98 for July, 2008.
Granted, part of that (as always) is related to timing of expenses and income,
but we were down $1,875.82 in expenses
and up $2,039.09 in income in July 2009.
The AKA now has a Facebook page.
It has 447 fans. If you are not already a
fan of the AKA Facebook page, please
stop by and visit us. Most people who are
fans have also posted pictures, which of
course are links to their Facebook pages
and their friends on Facebook. It is a
great way to see who’s who in the AKA.
It is also a great place to find links to
AKA resources, find out about happenings
in the AKA, find links to other people’s
blog entries and kite reference material.
There are also frequent random musings
by and among the participants. Come
visit the AKA Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/pages/American-Kitefliers-Association/101346847728 or just
type “American Kitefliers Association”

in your Facebook Search box. Please
drop by and check out the AKA Facebook page. If there is anything you think
should be on our Facebook page that is
not there already, please let us know.
Café Press: Have you seen the AKA
Café Press site lately? Thanks to the
efforts of Region Nine Director Amy
“Mousie” Doran and AKA Secretary Sherri
Pigeon, the Store has taken on a whole
new look. Hats off and many thanks to
Amy and Sherri for their efforts. Drop by
the AKA website and click on the Café
Press Stringman picture under the Kiting
magazine picture to see the new Café
Press!
The wonderful thing about our avocation of kite flying is that it is available
to literally everybody. There is something in kite flying for every person’s
ability and every pocket book. We kite
fliers are all as different as the kites we
fly and yet we are all bound together
by the same fascinating interaction of
string, surface, and wind.
Our great diversity of kite fliers
means there are a lot of great ideas to
be had. We at AKA have done our best
this year to ensure that every idea got
a hearing, and every gripe got a discussion. This is your AKA. We want to be as
responsive to you as we can possibly be.
We want to help you to be as involved as
you want to be in this wonderful activity
of kite flying.
Ours is a terrific activity to share.
One of the best ways to share it is to
invite people to join us in the AKA. If
every AKA member brought in just one
new member it would make AKA an even
stronger and more vibrant Association.
It is a wonderful opportunity being your
AKA President. I have learned many
things by having this job, and I have a
new respect for everyone who has ever
had it. As long as I have this job, I am going to give it everything I have and love
every minute of it.
Please remember, your Regional
Director is your “first line of defense”
between you and the AKA bureaucracy.
Help them do a great job for all of us by
letting them know what you think. All
the contact information for your Regional Director is elsewhere in the magazine.
Thanks for listening. See you out
there somewhere.
good heavens,

gary engvall
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The PL Weight Loss Plan

by Peter Lynn

A

irline baggage allowances are tight and getting tighter, but
there’s not much value for you (or the kite event you’re
going to) in spending $3000 on an airfare and arriving with only
10kg of kites to fly (unless you fly miniatures). Paying for the
excess isn’t a solution either; just 10kg overweight can cost
as much as another airfare. How then to take as many kites as
possible without breaking the bank?
The first answer is that kite fliers who aren’t yet doing so
should learn to live out of their carry-on bag (typically 7kg).
It’s easy, here’s the male version but there is a female equivalent: Wear a jersey, jacket and other heavy items such as presentable (at the start of the trip anyway) shoes and trou. Pack
five shirts, five pairs of unders, a pair of rough trou for on-thefield, and Crocs for kite flying (290g and easily discarded when
lines snare your feet in a threatening manner). With toothbrush, razor and one big cake of soap (blah to hotel soap), this
leaves 3kg out of the original 7kgms for an extra pilot kite or
two.
Washing? Shower or bath with the day’s wear, put on
clean set for the evening and re-cycle them for the next day’s
flying (when you’ll be moving too fast for anyone to pin a sniff
to you anyway). Drain the washed set on the bedroom carpet
overnight and hang up to dry somewhere during the next day.
Towel? Use a tee shirt you’re going to wash anyway. Actually,
you really only need four sets of clothes, even for a month or
more away, but this is leading you towards travel efficiency in
gentle steps.
The second answer is to take kites that you will use, and
use all of them. Not having spare kites can be a risk in case of
damage or loss, but pilots are at greatest risk, and you have
spares in your carry-on. All other damage (to soft kites anyway) can be hand-repaired with needle and thread. In the last
100 or so events, only once or twice have I had damage too
serious for on-the-field repair. Four metres of seam per hour
is the German sail making standard for hand sewing, and it’s
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about right. (An aside here; organising access to a local sewing machine almost always takes longer than hand repair, and
even when one is available, it won’t sew through cord, generally the thread will be hopelessly weak, the only needle will
break, and every second stitch will unaccountably miss, which
will “never have happened before.”)
And, take weight-efficient lines and accessories. Line reels
are wasted weight that doesn’t assist at all in keeping more
kites up for longer. Layering lines in bags instead frees another
2kg for kites.
The third answer is to push airlines in every way short of
paying to get as much weight allowance as possible. The strategic problem here is that check-in is an end-run. If you’ve
pushed too far or get unlucky, there can be no alternative
but to reach for the credit card. Domestic flights aren’t a big
worry, as excess charges are usually under $100; it’s the international sectors with $2000+ bills that are really unwelcome.
Careful planning and careful packing makes all the difference:
• Load your check-in bag(s) to the maximum, but don’t go
over, not even by 100g. It’s unstated, but I believe that the
industry margin on a 20kg allowance is 3kg. I’ve never been
pinged at 22.9kg (hundreds of check-ins), but at 23.1, have
been charged for the 3.1 extra. Once over the invisible line
they tend to go for the lot; probably by the theory that you’re
already pissed off, so what’s the difference.
• Weight-up you carry-ons as much as you dare (which depends
on the airport, airline, and local knowledge as to how hard-line
check-in staff will be).
• Duty free bags are invisible, else wise airports wouldn’t be
able to charge their shop tenants such exorbitant rents, and
this income would have to come from airlines instead.
• Computer bags are generally invisible, even when there are
signs proclaiming “only one carry-on per person.” Craig Hansen, PLKites Ltd., has made a computer bag that he can get a
midi octopus in.

• Carry stuff in your pockets.
Craig also has a special jacket with
big pockets in the back that can
hold 10kg or so of tightly packed
soft kites, which check-in staff
aren’t supposed to be able to see.
It makes him look so hunchbacked
they offer him a wheel chair and
nurse (no, I’m kidding).
• Attitude at check-in is critical:
yours and theirs. Often whether to
give you a hard time or let things
go seems to have been decided
before you even get to the desk.
Perhaps there is a memo out requiring a crack down, or maybe the
sight of big ugly kite bags working
up the queue sets the scene. From
your side there are really only two choices: the friendly, happy,
approach, or going for their throats right from the start. The
first can work because airlines like to keep the atmosphere
happy. The second (I’ve seen it used effectively), is based on
complaining loudly about something without let-up from as
soon as you’re in range, hoping they’ll then buy you off by
ignoring excess. Neither is sure-fire.
• Last minute check-in. Some travellers swear by this, hoping
there’ll then be too much concern about getting everyone
through to worry about a bit of overweight. This can go wrong
though when increasingly harassed staff, before you can even
start making excuses, bark out “$2000, pay or don’t fly”.
• Size matters. A small overweight bag can get through,
where a big one of the same weight won’t. This is because the
supervisors who roam around jumping on staff who are too
friendly, judge first by size, not weight. Long bags (for kites
that still have sticks), are a special problem but labelling can
help. Many airlines have special allowances for skis or golf
clubs, which is why many kite bags are labelled as such.
• Don’t carry wet kites. That it will rain in the last hour of the
last day at a kite event is a better predictor than any weather
forecast. Except by flying in dry conditions, there’s almost no
way to get kites dry. Even after hours
with the hotel bathroom hair drier, a wet
maxi kite will still be up one or two kilos,
triggering excess. Therefore, it’s best to
book return travel for the afternoon of
the day after the event. Flying on beaches is also a problem; sand always seems
to add at least a kg/kite until there’s
been an hour or two of flying over grass.
I have no answer for sand except allowing
a margin when initially packing.
• Inveigle extra allowance from the
airline. They will often pre-arrange up
to 10kg more for a good story: national
interest, representing the country, that
sort of nonsense. But a word of warning;
10kg extra on 20kg (which is actually 23kg
as above) by their view is 30kg, not 33.
Frequent flier status also boosts weight
allowance. Gold card holders on most
airlines get an extra 20kg (23), and can
check in at the first class counter, where
they are much less inclined to argue over
a few extras than they will at the econ-

omy desk, because it makes a bad impression for the other
up-themselves who check-in there.
• Check your bags all the way. Your local airport is likely to be
more generous to you, so use airlines that do interline connections and insist that bags get checked all the way. Coming
home? If you haven’t sold or lost stuff by then, you can give
something away or leave it there for next time.
• Book your own travel rather than accepting offers from the
event to do it for you. Organisers tend not only to disregard
your time costs but they go for the nominally cheapest, ignoring the lower weight allowances that budget airlines apply.
This can end up costing someone, probably you, more than using main carriers. Also, budget airlines don’t provide baggage
check through, and every extra check-in is another chance that
you’ll be caught for overweight.
• Travel to, from, or through the USA is best of all, their rules
are different. You need only one US touchdown in a sequence
of flights and the allowance for all sectors goes from “by
weight” to “by piece”. The minimum then becomes two bags
at either (nominally) 20kg each or even 32kg each, depending
on the carrier. k
The Balinese way of
handling oversize
luggage.
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Junction at 20		

I

send your $50 and write your name on a
t was the best of times . . . and the
grocery sack and it would be fine to get
best of times . . . and the best of
in for the program this year.” You must
times! Still is, even unto this very day:
recall this was in the days before e-mail
the Junction Kite Retreat participants
and electronic communication. I did incelebrated our 20th year for this event
clude her number at Tech in Lubbock for
during Memorial Day Weekend, 2009. As
folks to contact her. Language changes
I tend to be a pack-rat during the days
with technology... and time marches on.
of hard-copy folders and a filing cabinet
1991’s Retreat also included an outstuffed with newsletters and informastanding class by “Emo Won-Ton,” a.k.a.
tion, I have a rich tapestry of fabric
Elmer Wharton, which was an excellent
in recollections of people, the flow of
bamboo-shaving and bending workshop!
creativity, and friendships forged over a
In 1993 there is a note that we
life-time enjoyed.
would suggest Betty include on the
The first Junction Kite Makers’ Retreat was held on Memorial Day weekend class roster a course on body-painting
Kevin Costner . . . and that “Junction
in 1989. Betty Street and bill lockhart
has it all: nice folks, days of warm sun,
brought the dream to reality in a maginight-flying and deer-watching.” 1994:
cal place called Texas Tech’s Extension
“great experiences await you.” That
Campus in Junction. There were many
people involved in the event’s inception. year included the “snoot flute group” of
Stretch Tucker, Martin Lester, Jane Ike’,
Many people were involved behind the
and George Peters, and a plan to take a
scenes to whom we owe tremendous appicture of Martin’s Legs (his real ones)
preciation, including Lois Card, and the
which we didn’t do, by the way. The 7th
many kite artists there that first year.
Annual boasted an attendance of 140
Present to teach were art professors bill
lockhart (patchwork kites) and
This year’s Junction gang
Betty Street (tie
dye techniques).
Other noted instructors included
Joel Scholz, Stan
Swanson, and
Charlie Sotich.
The Wau Bulan
Team was present
from Malaysia with
an aerial display
of hummer kites
and magnificent
silk-screen art
dancing in the sky.
Thank goodness
for a little advertisement about
Junction while I
was waiting in a
doctors’ office for
a routine appointpeople from all over the world. Betty
ment. Otherwise I might’ve not discovand bill made the term “International
ered this event! And I thought, ya know,
Kite Retreat” a reality. We were very
I won’t know anybody there, but I’m
going to go to this. I have loved kites and pleased to meet, greet, and enjoy a
cultural exchange with folks from Japan,
kiting since I was a little kid. My Unky
Malaysia, Canada, England and GerWalt helped me make my first kite when
many. Seems that was also the year of
I was about four years old. I’ve never
the infamous bat cave adventure! 1996
missed a Junction since that first one.
included a much re-visited story about
Various snippets since that time
a squeaking drawer and staying up all
include a 1991 newsletter notation that
night sewing on kite tails that went for
Betty completely ran out of registramiles. Fun times again for several years;
tion forms “but she said to tell ya’ll,
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by Jude Kingery
with each Retreat noted as being “the
best one yet!” Then the 10th annual was
much celebrated by all in attendance;
that was the year Bob and I launched a
paper fighter with 2,000’ of line let out.
We reeled it back safe and sound, without ever getting out of our chairs once.
It was probably about this time, too,
that we came up with “don’t tell Betty.”
That marked a close to a glorious decade
of the International Kite Retreats. Along
with that came bill and Betty’s retirements, and some heartfelt discussions
on how to honor their tradition, while
knowing that a private venture would be
a bit different than a university or art
department affiliated program.
Instructors ten years ago included
Bob Josjor (delta), Ken Lantz (post office box kite), and Dick and Gail Bell’s
rokkaku class.
The “Committee” was formed! Many
thanks go to so many folks over the
years, including Michelle Weber-Borland,
accountant extraordinaire, jack of all
trades George Weber, Bob
Josjor (the schedules simply wouldn’t be the class
schedule without Bob’s
flair), Bunnie and Dorsey
and Gail, who have the
auction down to a perfectly
choreographed dance of
efficiency and laughter.
Another ten years roll
on by, Karen Gustavson’s
Buka Fighter class was a
big hit, as was Bob’s Inky
Dinky Genki, Terry Sansom’s
design class complete with
sewing jigs, Michelle’s bat
story and Bob’s Minister of
Silly Walks routine as well
as Charlie’s miniatures
classes. 2001 brought Rick
Millers’ Shirone classes,
Randy Shannon’s Leaf class,
Don Nichols’ photos and
Terry’s Tumbleweed class.
George Weber came up with amazing and
varied lighting systems to deploy during
our night fly and visits that took place on
the field in soft star-light. Speaking of
late nights on the kite field, I have a random note in old newsletters with regard
to “sakè being a health supplement.”
That had to do with the 1998 venture
and our guests from Japan bringing their
gifts to share! We’ve also enjoyed being
on campus with a few other university
groups, such as a field biology class,

studiously doing anal probes on turtles.
They were sure a nice group of students
to be involved in such dastardly deeds.
We told them we would look for mutations with Graptemys versa the following
year, when we walked the river to say
hello to the Junction Experience once
we arrived.
A few more years went by with the
Mienzer photography students capturing
the launch of Rick’s and the group project’s 20’ x 50’ Chair kite and something
akin to an aquarium captured on tyvek.
One of those flew this past weekend;
you guessed it, at Junction’s 20th! Eddie
Zilhman did a great message sock series
of classes; and Charlie’s classes were
full round the clock. 2003 brought the
Drachen folks and a grand reunion was
had by all, seemingly including a birthday party for Scott Skinner.
Some noted classes that took place
included Dave Bacque’s boomerang classes, Walt Mitchell’s Mini Bol, Rick Miller’s
creative journey, Dyana Ploof’s chill
without the spill, and Steven Ploof did a
class on the dancing cube. We also accidently sorta drained a water tank that
provided the entire water supply to the
campus along the way. In recompense,
we bought bill some floaties and fins and
a snorkel for his troubles. (Crime scene
tape still marks the spot). Dave Young
had a very popular set of fighter making classes, too, and you can still see
some of those in flight every year when
we go back. Sir Kevin and Janet Wolfe
always have had something great. Now
the Robertsons, Richard and Marian, are
icons throughout the kiting community
for virtually the past 60+ years and their
attendance at Junction is no exception,
from teaching sewing classes to emergency kite repairs and flying extraordinary creations of their own on the kite
field. Junction would not be the same
without them.
 	 This past year was no exception
on great classes, the enjoyment of the
process of creativity, and such a diverse,
tight-knit group of folks perfectly comfortable with one another to explore all
of those possibilities: from Bob’s hammered copper bowls to Rick’s Yakko kites
and Janet’s working with clay. Jean’s
Chinese Coaster kites were a big hit, as
well as Dave Edwards’ casting/jewelry
making classes. We had four instructors for the wood-turning class: Dave
Bacque, Terry Officer, Roy Chapman,
and yours truly, with a special thanks for
Marvin allowing us to steal his lathe all
weekend and to Bob for bringing his oxyacetylene torch.

Bait Nite brought out Eddie Zihlman, Roy Chapman, and Bob Josjor
playing banjo and guitar, and incredible
delicacies enjoyed by all present: Dave
Edwards, Juanell Chapman, Michelle,
Jude, Cory Grey, Dick and Gail Bell, the
Twidwells and Dave Bacque, along with
a few deer, raccoons, possum, and a few
feral cats no doubt. Next year we’ll
have to do “The Night Has A Thousand
Eyes,” for the nature walk/bug-eye spotting expedition!
Dave Edwards said that he enjoyed
the weekend absolutely tremendously.
He was so impressed by the people in
attendance, everyone’s creativity and
exploration of the process to the possibilities for art in such a wide variety
of ways. Dave liked the concept of the
media application to kites. In design,
balance, flight, and sight appeal; the
sky’s the limit. I was so pleased we were
able to bring Dave to Junction to teach
cuttlebone casting and jewelry-making
with the Creative Scholarship offered
so graciously by the Drachen Foundation in memory of Shakib Gunn. Indeed,
Drachen plans to offer the scholarship
next year to a new attendee, art student
or art professor, to share in the joy of
Junction. We so look forward to seeing
the Drachen contingent next year as

friends are reunited and we may be able
to revisit the concept of Japanese guests
in attendance. Most importantly, our
thanks go to you, each of you who attend
as YOU are what makes Junction possible
every year. Junction 2010 here we come
— see ya next year! k
[Ed. note: as we went to press, we received word that Junction Kite Retreat
founder bill lockhart passed away. Look
for more information in the next issue.}

The best
deal in
advertising!

Let 4000 kiters know about your
upcoming event for just $100. Any
AKA-sanctioned event is eligible
for a 3”x3” black and white ad in
Kiting. Let everyone know what
your festival or workshop is all
about. If you’re tired of slipping
attendance while you use the
“same old advertising,” it’s time
for an AKA Event Ad. Contact kiting.ed@aka.kite.org.
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ast year, Ramon Pallares of the Netherlands
proposed to the KAP community that we organize an event we could all participate in. Kite
aerial photographers are a rare breed, though,
and are spread all over the world. So Ramon’s
plan was to have everyone do something individually during a specific weekend, then everyone would share their stories online. The idea
quickly caught hold. And so the first Worldwide
KAP weekend took place from May 2-5, 2008.
The shared experience was a huge success. It
energized the whole KAP community and expectations were high for the following year.
And so, on the first day of 2009, Ramon announced that a second worldwide event would
take
place.
This
time an
extended
Pierre Lesage launches his
weeklong
fled for some KAPping at
period
France’s Mont Saint Michel.
was selected:
April 24 through May 5. The word was spread to KAP organizations around the
world including an announcement here in Kiting magazine. As the time approached, the excitement steadily mounted. Kelly Harman designed a logo and
T-shirt to mark the occasion. And numerous KAPers discussed their preparations
and shared equipment checklists online.
When at last the anticipated day arrived, James Gentles was the first to check in: “It’s raining in Scotland ...”, he
reported. But he was quickly corrected by Simon Harbord: “It’s not in all of Scotland, James. Its sunny here in Aberdeen!” And so it went as the
days unfolded. The reports
continued to flow in from
around the globe. Some
people reported quick success with their KAP outings
while others had to wait out
bad weather or struggle with
equipment failures.
It soon became apparent
that some people had invested tremendous planning
in their KAP week activities.
Jim Powers, in the first four
days, had completed numerous KAP sessions at locations
ranging from Richmond,
Virginia, to New York Harbor.
Poor Tom Benedict didn’t
have such luck, unfortunately. He tried doing KAP
on three successive days at
the end of the week and was
foiled by weather and other
obstacles each time.

8
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Lyn Harb

David Wheeler

Richmond, Virginia

Jim Powers

by

Heidy Baumgartner-Lesage

L

World Wide KAP Week

Anthony Levaufre

KAPtions

By mid-week,
several stories of
accidents began
to trickle in.
Mathew Taylor
had his kite turn
and dive into the
ground, resulting
in a broken spar.
Juan, in Detroit
had a kite line
break and his kite
lodged itself on
the abandoned
Michigan Central
Station. These
were fairly minor
incidents, though,
and didn’t cause
any undue concern.
As the week
was drawing to a
close, however,
one rather harrowing incident
was reported. A
Simon Harb readies his delta for a KAP session.
KAPer trying to
photograph the
Palace of Fine Arts in San Francisco accidentally got his kite stuck in a
tree on the opposite side of a busy highway. Fortunately this story, too,
ended without harm or injury. But it did lead to a sobering discussion
on the KAP forum about inappropriate risks when conducting KAP. Some
wondered whether the World Wide KAP Week event itself was encouraging
KAPers to take extra risks. In the future we, as a community, will need to
put more emphasis on safe KAPping.
To read more on the events of World Wide KAP Week, 2009, visit the
KAP forum at http://steel.ced.berkeley.edu/cris/kap/discuss/ and search
for topics with WWKW2009. Also, hundreds of stunning images from this
event can be found at www.flickr.com/groups/wwkapweekend/pool/. k
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Empty Spaces In The Sky
Bill Stewart

A good friend and long time AKA member, Bill Stewart, has passed away. Bill
attended many events throughout the
region. When you saw “the tall dude
with the cowboy hat”, Bill was ready to
fly. Bill flew a Dynakite stack, single line
and participated in the candy drops and
very much enjoyed the camaraderie of
the kiting community. Jackie and I participated in the services for Bill with his
wife, Priscilla. She wanted us to send
along her thanks to all for the enjoyment
Bill received in the past few years just
attending events and talking with fellow
kiters as his health declined. Bill’s presence will be missed.
Greg Lamoureaux

Peggy Taylor
1933-2009

Peggy Taylor of Long Beach, Washington,
passed away July 13th. Peg had been an
avid kite flyer for the past ten years.
Kite flying was her passion. On her 76th
birthday, July 11, she went kite flying,
and the following Monday she passed
away after battling cancer. Peg and partner Rae Bohn were the quiet flyers who
always helped kids learn to fly. “Keep
the wind at your back,” they would tell
kids. They always flew at WSIKF and for
the first time at the Westport Windriders Festival last year. She will be greatly
missed by her family and her kite family.
Besides, I will always miss her smoked
salmon and her hugs. Keep the wind at
your back, our kite angel.
Scott Slater

K-Mail
No Knock-offs

As another few months have passed,
I would like to sort of go off topic. As
most of you know, in each magazine, I
talk about where I’ve been. But I wanted
to at least start this one off with some
of the problems we are having as a
group. Because of the tough world economy, we are seeing so many great kite
events go by the wayside, and I for one
am bothered by this and have decided to
do something about it. What I’ve done
is raise some hard money through the
Revolution kite website with the help of
many of my friends.
But what I want to talk about is not
the act of raising money, but the fact
that a known manufacturer is stepping
up and taking on the huge task of going
about this, and why Revolution did this
for this event. We, as a company, do
things to support what in turn supports
us, and this brings up the point which is
bothering me.
So many different companies are
having their products stolen and copied
by people who are only living off the
sweat of others and they give nothing
back. In return all they do is steal off
of others, and when they are done, they
will move on to another thing to steal,
and there will lay another ruined company or person. We here at Revolution
10 Kiting | Autumn ‘09

take great offense to knock-off companies, and have many programs in place
to protect us. But some others who do
not have these resources just have to let
their designs and work go on being copied unchecked. So I ask each and every
one of you to think before you buy that
Revolution copy, or any other kitemaker’s copy. What you are in fact doing is
helping to destroy the very thing that
you love so very much, because each
time one of us bites the dust, because
we cannot make a living, we as a community are losing more and more, the
very fabric which holds kiting together.
I personally do not have a problem with
someone who makes a kite for themselves but I do have a problem when I go
to eBay and see hundreds of these kites
for sale at less than what it would cost
the genuine company to produce.
So in closing I would ask you, the
general public of kiting, to not buy from
someone who does not support you and
the very thing that brought you to this
sport in the first place. I am sure that if
we adhere to these simple things we can
keep growing as a passion and a sport. I
thank each of you for your support and
understanding.
Ben Dantonio
Spring Valley, CA

John C. Hanssen

John C. Hanssen, age 62, a U.S. Navy
Vet, resident of North St. Paul, MN, and
a long time kite flier died peacefully on
March 18th after a brief illness.  John
introduced me to kite flying after a
few dates. As a matter of fact, he
proposed to me at a Hazelwood kite
fly in 2004.  Every trip we made, we
always took a few kites.  We enjoyed
flying kites along Lake Superior. The
day of his funeral was beautiful! At the
cemetery Tim Hansen, his best friend,
put a kite up right over John’s grave at
the conclusion of the ceremony. John
would have loved that. Our memorial
stone will have a kite on his side as that
is what he wanted.
Suzie Hanssen

San Antonio Loves TAKOs
I would like to take a moment and
express my appreciation for the work of
The Alamo Kiteflyers Outfit (TAKO) during
this past week’s kite workshop [May 2
at San Antonio’s Westfall Library]. Mike
Teague, Donald Nichols, and Gary Powell
all have great enthusiasm for their craft
which was evident in the patience and
instruction they provided to our patrons.
We had 12 adults, 4 teens, and 14 children attend, making this one of our most
successful and requested programs.
I look forward to working with TAKO
again next year as an official National
Kite Month event. TAKO deserves the
recognition for such an excellent program.
The San Antonio Public Library
strives to contribute to the enjoyment,
enlightenment and economic vitality
of our diverse and dynamic community.
TAKO is the perfect partner for these
values.
If you are interested, pictures from
this event are posted online at www.
flickr.com/photos/14350553@N04/
(pages 87 and 88).
Monica Garza
Adult Services Librarian
San Antonio Public Library, TX

AKA News
Kites = Art = Cash

The Kite Art Committee learned of
an interesting art resource sponsored by
the privately run National Arts Program
Foundation located in Malvern, Pennsylvania. In its 27th year, the foundation
is presently sponsoring 85 competitions
and exhibits in 44 states. These events
are coordinated locally by large and
small cities, counties, airports, hospitals
and other organizations. One of our AKA
members recently submitted a few kites
into his local competition and walked
away with a $300 first prize for Best
Craft, and an extra $500 for art education. He’ll be on his way to the Fort
Worden Kitemakers Retreat with that
scholarship money.
But, please note the program has
one significant limitation. Entrants must
be employees or otherwise connected
with the local organization coordinating the event (the kitemaker who won
volunteers at a local arts center). Check
out the “mission” of this foundation and
its various venues and locations at www.
natlartsprog.org. If you see a venue in
your region, it might be worth a further
look. Or, if you work for a municipality,
hospital or other employer that qualifies
under the program, perhaps you might
urge them to coordinate a local program.
Let us know if you have any success.

Warning: Flammable Kites

Kites have proven to be hot hot hot
lately, with two kite shops going up in
flames. On May 29, Dave and Keli Colbert’s Above It All Kites in Long Beach,
WA, burned up. Although not everything
burned, smoke and water effectively
ruined everything, and Dave’s entire
personal collection of kites from around
the world was lost. The Colberts didn’t
wait long to find another storefront, and
by Independence Day were back open
for business. They’ve got a ways to go to
replace everything, but already they’ve
rung up a few sales. Check their progress
at www.aboveitallkites.com.
The same week, across the pond,
Dick and Shirley Turpin’s popular Highwaymen kite shop in Hinckley, England,
also had a fire. Repairs are expected to
take three to six months. The Turpins
have temporarily relocated three miles
down the road, to Warwickshire.

Great Photos Needed

Sherri Pigeon and Amy Doran are
remodeling the AKA store (and doing it
without fire!), and need your photos. If
you’ve got a great picture that you’d like
to see in a calendar, on a greeting card,
or printed on a shirt, send it to
CafePressProject@aka.kite.org.

AKA Goes On Tour

The AKA’s 2008 Volunteer of the
Year, Bernard Fournière, thought of the
AKA when he attended one of the stages
of the Tour de France in July. Armed
with yellow chalk handed out by Lance
Armstrong’s Team Astana, Bernard hit
the pavement. As the riders struggled
up the Alps, they rolled over Bernard’s
AKA 13, a tribute to our international
region. Bernard also had his AKA banner
on the roadside. Want to be Volunteer
of the Year next year? How about an AKA
banner in the Iditarod dog sled race?
Or running onto the field at the World
Cup final next summer? The Super Bowl,
perhaps? The opportunities for shameless
promotion of kiteflying are limitless.
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2009 Sport Kite Conference
Central

Experienced Individual Ballet
1 Houchins, Donna		
8
2 Boswell, Michael		
4
3 Oliver, Dallas		
3
Experienced Individual Precision
1 Houchins, Donna		
9
2 Boswell, Michael		
4
3 Oliver, Dallas		
3
Masters Individual Ballet
1 Cornell, Terry		

3

Masters Individual Precision
1 Cornell, Terry		
3
Novice Individual Ballet
1 Boswell, Deontae		

3

Open Individual Indoor Unlimited
1 Houchins, Donna		
9
2 Larkey, Ryan		
2

Midwest

Experienced Individual Ballet
1 Gordon, Elizabeth		
21
2 Rothwell, Steve		
20
3 Koepke, Paul		
14
4 Benton, Robert		
10
5 Bush, David		
6
6 Arnold, John M.		
3
Deck, Tom		
3
Experienced Individual Precision
1 Rothwell, Steve		
20
2 Koepke, Paul		
18
3 Gordon, Elizabeth		
18
4 Benton, Robert		
13
5 Bush, David		
4
6 Arnold, John M.		
3
Deck, Tom		
3
Experienced Multiline Ballet
1 Bush, David		
3
Experienced Pairs Ballet
1 Blues Brothers		
2 D Squared		

15
9

Experienced Pairs Precision
1 Blues Brothers		
15
2 D Squared		
9
Masters Individual Ballet
1 Gordon, Zachary		
2 Gordon, Joshua		
3 Schubbe, Spencer		
4 Bush, David		
5 Trennepohl, Jon		
6 Newman, Dan		
7 Faulk, Russ		

18
13
13
11
6
5
4

Masters Individual Precision
1 Gordon, Zachary		
18
2 Schubbe, Spencer		
16
3 Gordon, Joshua		
12
4 Bush, David		
9
5 Faulk, Russ		
5
6 Newman, Dan		
4
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Masters Multiline Ballet
1 Gordon, Zachary		
2 Newman, Alison		

Experienced Individual Precision
1 Jeng, Wen		
5
2 Quinton, Gary		
3

9
3

Masters Multiline Precision
1 Gordon, Zachary		
9
2 Newman, Alison		
3

Experienced Multiline Ballet
1 Jeng, Wen		
16
2 Willoughby, Ian		
10
3 Berg, Laura		
8
4 Quinton, Gary		
7
5 Kouklamanis, Peter
5
6 Comras, Richard		
3
7 Willoughby, Lisa		
1

Masters Pairs Ballet
1 EOS			7
2 02				5
3 Fire And Ice		
3
Sky Jesters		
3

Experienced Multiline Precision
1 Jeng, Wen		
18
2 Berg, Laura		
4
3 Quinton, Gary		
3

Masters Pairs Precision
1 EOS			7
2 02				5
3 Fire And Ice		
3
Sky Jesters		
3
Masters Team Ballet
1 Chicago Fire		

6

Masters Team Precision
1 Chicago Fire		

6

Novice Individual Ballet
1 Gibson, David		
2 Carpenter, Rolen 		
3 Hoyt, Kyle 		
4 O’Donnell, Charles
5 Tapp, Steve		
6 Gibson, Bud		
Torok, Sara 		
8 Anthony, David		
Novice Individual Precision
1 Gibson, David		
2 Carpenter, Rolen		
3 O’Donnell, Charles
4 Hoyt, Kyle		
5 Gibson, Bud		
6 Torok, Sara		
7 Anthony, David		

21
13
11
8
6
4
4
3

Open Individual Indoor Unlimited
1 Rizzuto, Chris		
8
Trennepohl, Jon		
8
3 Wilson, Craig		
7
4 Borelli, Nelson		
5
5 Arnold, Jace		
4
6 Bowden, Dale		
3
Koepke, Paul		
3
Open Pairs Multiline Precision
1 Something Old, Something New

3

Open Pairs Multilline Ballet
1 Something Old, Something New

3

Northeast

Experienced Individual Ballet
1 Jeng, Wen		
6
2 Lorenzo, John		
9
3 Kouklamanis, Peter
4
4 Quinton, Gary		
3

3

Masters Individual Ballet
1 Willoughby, Lisa		
2 Moore, Michael		
3 Coates, Douglas		
4 Graziano, Ron		
5 Tinkham, Shawn		
6 Tinkham, Patty		
7 Rosanova, Rosanna
8 Stewart, Archie		

27
26
22
19
17
14
9
4

Masters Individual Precision
1 Tinkham, Shawn		
26
2 Graziano, Ron		
25
3 Moore, Michael		
23
4 Tinkham, Patty		
16
5 Coates, Douglas		
14

24
15
11
8
6
5
3

Open Team Train
1 02				3
Sky Jesters		
3

Experienced Pairs Ballet
1 Poseiden		

Masters Multiline Ballet
1 Smith, Dennis 		
2 Coates, Douglas		
3 Berg, Karl		
4 Tinkham, Shawn		
5 Willoughby, Lisa		
6 Stewart, Archie		
7 St. Pierre, Arthur		
8 Jones, Kurtis		

27
25
22
17
12
7
5
3

Masters Multiline Precision
1 Berg, Karl		
18
2 Tinkham, Shawn		
11
3 Coates, Douglas		
10
Masters Pairs Ballet
1 Skywalkers		
12
2 Full Throttle		
10
3 Stang			9
Masters Pairs Precision
1 Full Throttle		
7
2 Stang			3
Masters Team Ballet
1 Smitty & The Girls

4

Novice Individual Ballet
1 Maciel, Jackie		
2 Willoughby, Ian		
3 DiMatteo, John 		

13
7
3

Novice Individual Precision
1 Maciel, Jackie		
11
2 Teaw, Edward		
4
3 Willoughby, Ian		
3
Open Individual Indoor Unlimited
1 Berard, Pauly		
18
2 Jeng, Wen		
15
3 Ruggiero, John		
11
4 Coates, Douglas		
11
5 Santos, Steve		
10
6 Lindemann, Torrey
9
Willoughby, Lisa		
9
8 Moore, Michael		
8
9 Stewart, Archie		
7
10 Quinton, Gary		
6
11 Davison, Glenn		
5
Open Individual Outdoor Unlimited
1 Maciel, Jackie		
13
2 Lorenzo, John		
3
Open Pairs Multiline Precision
1 VK				2
Open Pairs Multilline Ballet
1 Damn Yankee Quad
6
2 Ellendee		
4
3 VK				1
Open Team Train
1 Heaven Help Us		
2 That’s My Line		

10
8

Northwest

Experienced Individual Ballet
1 Farrell, John		
31
2 Hilliard, Robert		
21
3 Doran, Amy		
21
4 Taylor, Marjorie		
17
5 Landers, Jim		
15
6 Di Lucca, Mario		
7
7 Fry, Gordon		
7
8 Cimburek, David		
6
9 Flanagan, Adrian		
4
Experienced Individual Precision
1 Farrell, John		
32
2 Hilliard, Robert		
24
3 Doran, Amy		
17
4 Taylor, Marjorie		
16
5 Landers, Jim		
14
6 Flanagan, Adrian		
8
7 Cimburek, David		
7
Fry, Gordon		
7
9 Di Lucca, Mario		
4
Experienced Multiline Ballet
1 Doran, Amy		
27
2 Doran, Connor		
20
Farrell, John		
20
4 Dirk, Michael		
13
5 Lommel, Doug		
10
6 Landers, Jim3		
7
7 Flanagan, Adrian		
6
8 Di Lucca, Mario		
5

Final Standings
Experienced Multiline Precision
1 Farrell, John		
27
2 Doran, Amy		
25
3 Doran, Connor		
16
4 Landers, Jim		
11
5 Watson, Spence		
8
6 Flanagan, Adrian		
5
7 Bradley, David		
4
8 Di Lucca, Mario		
3
Experienced Pairs Precision
1 Cloud Dancers		
17
Masters Individual Ballet
1 Cannon, Jerry 		
2 Lommel, Doug		
3 Brown, Jennifer		
4 Cimburek, Andrew
5 Haigh, Daniel		
6 Underwood, Tristan
7 Hendrickson, William
8 Root, Lisa		
Wolcott, Reid		

23
15
13
9
8
7
6
4
4

Masters Individual Precision
1 Lommel, Doug		
17
2 Brown, Jennifer		
14
Cannon, Jerry 		
14
4 Haigh, Daniel		
7
5 Cimburek, Andrew
5
Hendrickson, William
5
7 Wolcott, Reid		
4
8 Root, Lisa		
3
Masters Multiline Ballet
1 Brown, Jennifer		
2 Barresi, John		
3 Hathaway, David		
4 Underwood, Tristan
5 Cimburek, Andrew

Open Individual Indoor Unlimited
1 Cannon, Jerry 		
65
2 Underwood, Tristan
64
3 Hayes, Bud		
60
4 Doran, Amy		
45
5 Doran, Connor		
43
6 Bradley, David		
41
7 Watson, Spence		
36
8 Arndt, Toby		
36
9 Curran, Richard		
35
10 Cunningham, Alan
23
11 Brown, Jennifer		
15
12 Davis, Scott		
13
13 Farrell, John		
12
14 Colbert, Zachary		
11
15 Reed, Jeffrey 		
9
16 Slater, Kristian		
8
17 Kramer, Andrew		
6
18 Di Lucca, Mario		
3
Open Individual Outdoor Unlimited
1 Doran, Amy		
11
2 Brown, Jennifer		
6
3 Root, Lisa		
3
Open Pairs Multiline Precision
1 DnA			6
2 Quadamigos		
3
Open Pairs Multilline Ballet
1 DnA			7
2 Quadamigos		
3

Pacific

9
6
5
4
3

Masters Multiline Precision
1 Brown, Jennifer		
2 Barresi, John		
3 Hathaway, David		
4 Underwood, Tristan

12
6
5
4

Masters Pairs Ballet
1 Last Flight Out		
2 Wing’N It		

15
4

Novice Individual Ballet
1 LaValley, Patti		
2 Dirk, Michael		
3 Doran, Connor		
4 Bachel, Steve		

24
18
12
4

Novice Individual Precision
1 Dirk, Michael		
18
2 LaValley, Patti		
17
3 Bachel, Steve		
5

Experienced Individual Ballet
1 Gemberling, Dennis
3
Experienced Individual Precision
1 Gemberling, Dennis
3
Experienced Multiline Ballet
1 Davis, Joji		
21
2 Erzin, Jeffry		
17
3 Burnham, Dan		
4
Champie, Aaron		
4
5 Lewis, Steve		
3
Navarro, Francisco
3
Experienced Multiline Precision
1 Davis, Joji7		
7
2 Burnham, Dan		
3
Champie, Aaron		
3
Lewis, Steve		
3
Masters Individual Ballet
1 Champie, Aaron		
2 Gillespie, John		
3 Navarro, Francisco
4 Banales, Jason		

23
21
17
5

Masters Individual Precision
1 Champie, Aaron		
26
2 Gillespie, John		
18
Navarro, Francisco
18
4 Banales, Jason		
3

Masters Multiline Ballet
1 Quirmbach, Mark		
2 Champie, Aaron		

18
3

Experienced Team Ballet
1 Team Wing Nuts		
2 Crash N Burn		

6
5

Masters Multiline Precision
1 Quirmbach, Mark		
17

Experienced Team Precision
1 Team Wing Nuts		
7

Masters Team Ballet
1 AirZone Flight Team

12

Masters Team Precision
1 AirZone Flight Team

12

Masters Individual Ballet
1 DeBakker, Paul		
31
2 Sturdy, William		
29
3 Albosta, Andrew		
23
4 Boerth, Robbie		
21
5 Mervine, Richard		
21
6 Conklin, Marc		
17
7 Charleville, Norman “Doug” 7
8 Shultz, Chris		
3

Open Individual Indoor Unlimited
1 Quirmbach, Mark		
7
2 Navarro, Francisco
6
3 Champie, Aaron		
5
4 Erzin, Jeffry		
3
Open Pairs Multiline Precision
1 Crash And Burn		
3
Open Pairs Multiline Ballet
1 Crash And Burn		
3
Open Team Train
1 Susies’ Spouses		

3

Southeast

Experienced Individual Ballet
1 Smoot, William		
23
2 Hood, Doug		
16
3 Stonestreet, Laura
15
4 Sturdy, James		
14
5 Meeks, David		
5
Experienced Individual Precision
1 Smoot, William		
27
2 Stonestreet, Laura
19
3 Sturdy, James		
18
4 Burchfield, Andy		
13
5 Hood, Doug		
10
6 Meeks, David		
4
Experienced Multiline Ballet
1 Charleville, Norman “Doug” 5
2 Pigeon, Sherri		
4
Sturdy, William		
4
4 Burchfield, Andy		
3
Meeks, David		
3
6 Conklin, Marc 		
2
Experienced Multiline Precision
1 Pigeon, Sherri		
4
2 Burchfield, Andy		
3
Meeks, David		
3
4 Conklin, Marc 		
1
Experienced Pairs Ballet
1 Crepitas		
Fusion			
Wing Nuts		

Masters Individual Precision
1 Sturdy, William		
26
2 Mervine, Richard		
23
3 Albosta, Andrew		
18
4 Boerth, Robbie		
12
5 Charleville, Norman “Doug” 10
6 Conklin, Marc		
9
Masters Multiline Ballet
1 LaMasters, Paul		
2 Mosman, Michael		
3 Ashworth, David		
4 Cosca, Jim		

17
12
5
8

Masters Multiline Precision
1 Mosman, Michael		
10
2 LaMasters, Paul		
5
3 Ashworth, David		
3
Novice Individual Ballet
1 Rossbach, Evelyn		
2 Bishop, Brian		
3 Haworth, Jared		
4 Hood, Brandon		

9
8
7
5

Novice Individual Precision
1 Bishop, Brian		
6
2 Haworth, Jared		
5
3 Rossbach, Evelyn		
3
Open Individual Indoor Unlimited
1 DeBakker, Paul		
22
2 Sturdy, William		
8
3 Koenig, Scott		
4
4 Mosman, Michael		
2
Open Individual Outdoor Unlimited
1 Albosta, Andrew		
22
2 Stonestreet, Charles
12
3 Boerth, Robbie		
9
4 Mosman, Michael		
7

7
7
7

Experienced Pairs Precision
1 Wing Nuts		
6
2 Crepitas		
5

The competition season ran from
August 1, 2008, to July 31, 2009.
The top five finishers in each discipline received invitations to the
Grand National Competition at the
AKA Convention in Rochester.
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Voices From The Vault

Wolfgang Bieck

S

ometimes kiting is a pure passion all
on its own, but other times without kiting a passion wouldn’t even be
possible. Such is the case with ace kite
aerial photographer Wolfgang Bieck. His
spectacular airborne captures resonate
in large part for their lofty vantage
points and signature windborne perspectives. Over the years Wolfgang has grown
to rely on his kite as much as his camera
to document the natural world around
him.
Born during the early days of the
Cold War in East Germany near the East
Sea, Wolfgang and his family fled to West
Germany when he was four years old to
reunite with his father, who had slipped
under the Iron Curtain earlier. Wolfgang
flourished in his new homeland and set
deep roots, studying natural sciences for
six years in Hamburg, and remaining in
the region in Bad Bevensen into adulthood. Bieck and his family enjoy the region, and as a science teacher, he often
calls upon its natural terrain to enhance
his classroom lessons.
Long before Wolfgang became a
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by Patti Gibbons

photos courtesy of the World Kite Museum

teacher, he got interested in photography. Bieck remembers buying his first
camera, a Minolta SR-T 101 reflex, when
he was seventeen years old. The camera
still works and Wolfgang continues to use
it. Early on, Wolfgang enjoyed photography as a way to study nature. Inspired by
the work of Ansel Adams and the beauty
he saw in many volumes from the Time
Life Book series,
Bieck began teaching
himself photography and focused on
taking pictures of
animals and plants.
Over time,
Bieck’s amateur
photography work
escalated to include
kites. He wanted to
take aerial photographs of sandy holes
in the landscape as
documentation for
another of his hobbies — preparing soil

samples of ice age till. The preparations
are abstract and he cleverly thought
to document the terrain using aerial
photography. Not having ready access to
a helicopter, airplane, or hot air balloon,
Wolfgang began exploring kite flying and
ways the kite could help him get up and
above the ground to document his soil
sampling work. Wolfgang taught himself
to fly and in the 1980s tapped into the
kite flying community for advice and
inspiration. This diversion to gain a new
skill to aid his photography “grew from
small parts into a big, big hobby.” Ironically, Wolfgang logged many flying hours
over the span of a decade before he
ever actually took a picture of the sandy
holes that inspired him to explore kite
aerial photography. Sidetracked perhaps,
his roving kite and camera snapped images of many lovely images.
Wolfgang hadn’t much childhood
kite flying experience to draw from, but
as an adult, just as he has done with
other hobbies, Bieck taught himself the
ropes. For Wolfgang, “the main point for
me is to use the kite as a tool.” And this
tool needed to be reliable in order to
safely transport his prized camera. One
false move or sewing imperfection could
cause his camera to tumble from the sky
and crash into useless bits of metal and
glass. Knowing the stakes, Wolfgang took
to kitemaking with an eye for quality and
long-term durability. He researched kite
books and scouted images in magazines
looking for stable and reliable kites. His
first kite was a rokkaku, but about five

German KAPpers gather
at FanØ. Wolfgang Bieck
kneels at far right.

Wolfgang Bieck

Wolfgang Bieck

years later he discovered that tailed
multiflares flew even better for his purposes.
Before Wolfgang sent his trusted
camera up into the sky, he sat water
bottles in the rigging net to test his
kites. Wolfgang recalls a disastrous first
flight but he had “…to be patient and
try it again.” For Bieck, new hobbyists
on the road to mastery must cross what
he calls “the valley of tears.” In order
to succeed you need to conquer failure
through practice and determination. In
time “…you will pass the valley of tears.
Somewhere the valley ends and the
success begins.” Now a successful flier,
Wolfgang happily remarks that, “I only
need a little wind, the sun, and then I

Several chatty kitefliers let the tape
spin and recorded their memories
and thoughts about kites, kitefliers,
and the great big sky for the World
Kite Museum’s oral history archive
project. Interested in telling your
stories? Would you like to hear what
other fliers say? Got time to interview special people in your local
clubs or friends in far away places?
Feel free to contact the Museum if
you’d like to learn more about the
oral history tapes. Contact us at
info@worldkitemuseum.com.

can document all that I need to do.”
In the 1980s Bieck began meeting
other kite fliers and participating in
KAPWA Foundation events. He picked up
technical tips and made many friends
through his club connections. In the
spirit of camaraderie, Wolfgang freely
shares his kiting innovations with the
larger community. Wolfgang designed a
camera assembly called the HoVer Rig
that orients images from horizontal, to
vertical, to reverse during flight. When
using the HoVer rig, he’s able to manipulate the camera in the air just as well as
if he were holding it in his hands. Bieck
intentionally didn’t seek a patent on his
rig because he feels KAPWA Foundation
members should live by a spirit of openness.
In the 1980s, Bieck wrote articles
for German magazine Sport und Design
Drachen about his kiting experience and
highlighted laws that affected kitefliers.
He enjoyed getting information about
kites to fliers because it was scarce and
being aware and up-to-date on all kiterelated laws was important in order to
avoid legal troubles. During this era it
was illegal to take a photograph from an
airplane window and it was against the
law to fly a kite without permission from
the government. Before reunification,
the kite was classified as an aircraft and

the government required
fliers to obtain a license
to take kite aerial photographs. Bieck recalls
that at the time you also
needed prior written
permission to publish
your aerial photographs.
But government restrictions came to an end
with the fall of communism in 1989. Bieck
celebrated the fall of
the Berlin Wall and spent
the next day at the
newly expired borderline documenting the
rejoined German sides
with his kite aerial photography. “After reunification, you no longer
needed to ask permission for aerial photography,” and Bieck was
perhaps the first person
to take advantage of this
newly restored freedom.
Samples of his early reunification photography
series are in the World
Kite Museum’s permanent collection. k
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Kite Plan

Two Small Banners
Scott Spencer’s
Tabletop Banner
• Print this page in color, and cut out the
banner design. Alternately, draw your own
design on Tyvek.
• Fold paper in half, aligning banner
edges. Crease along black pole sleeve.
• Apply repositionable spray adhesive, and
let set a couple minutes. Or use rubber
cement.
• Place 1/8” or 3/32” solid fiberglass rod down
center. Fold in half aligning the edges.
• Press flat.
• Trim excess paper.
• Find a suitable base (countertop samples
from your local kitchen design store work
well) and drill a suitable size hole. Not all
the way through.
• Enjoy.

Jeremy Johanessen’s
24” Banner
Materials: (makes 2 banners)
1 – 12” x 12” color A
1 – 12” x 12” color B
1 – 2” X 60” strip of 200 denier flag cloth
Construction
• Cut each of the squares in half diagonally.
• Measure in 5⅝” from one point on the hypotenuse leg of
each of the four resulting triangles.
• Cut each triangle in two, from the 5⅝” mark to opposite
point of triangle. You should now have eight smaller triangles.
• Join triangles in A/B pairs along the hypotenuse leg. (Overlap
pieces by ¼” and sew using a zig-zag stitch.) You should now
have four paired sections.
• Join opposing color sections along the shortest side.(Overlap
pieces by ¼” and sew using a zig-zag stitch.)
• Prepare sleeve, cut 2” X 60” piece in half (2-30” pieces)
• Fold piece in half.
• Lay piece on top of banner, even with straight edge, with the
bottom edge of the banner protruding by 1 inch.
• Sew a straight-stitch seam ⅜” from outer edge.
• Fold sleeve in opposite direction, and flat fell sleeve onto
banner using a zigzag stitch.
• Close top edge of sleeve using straight-stitch (following angle
of banner) and trim off excess.
• Repeat process on other banner.

5⅝
”
”

¼

11

12”
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Merchant Members
ALASKA

Northwind Kites
320 W. Fifth Ave, #156
Anchorage, AK 99501
888/291-4386
www.alaskites.com

ARKANSAS

Arkansas Air Museum
4290 S. School Avenue
Fayetteville, AR 72701
479/521-4947
www.arkairmuseum.org
KaleidoKites
1-C Spring Street
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
888/836-6251
kaleidokites@hotmail.com

CALIFORNIA

Candy & Kites
1415 Coast Highway
PO Box 8,
Bodega Bay, CA 94923
707/875-3777
www.candyandkites.com
Farmer’s Kites
1108 Front Street
Morro Bay, CA 93442
805/772-0133
shaunfarmer@msn.com
Harbor Wind and Kite Company
1575 Spinnaker Drive #102
Ventura, CA 93001
805/654-0900
www.harborwindkite.com
Highline Kites Of Berkeley
6809 Del Monte Avenue
Richmond View, CA 94805
510/235-5483
www.HighLineKites.com
Into The Blue
11101 S.R. 1
Pt. Reyes Station, CA 94956
415/663-1147
www.into-theblue.com
Second Wind
N. 1805 Hwy 1
Bodega Bay, CA, 94923
707/875-WIND
www.secondwindfun.com
Wind Wizard
771 Myrna Drive
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
805/271-4747
www.windwizard.com

COLORADO

Four Great Winds Kite Company
1330 Bowstring Road
Monument, CO 80132
719/684-3833
bosterholt@calcas.com
Into The Wind
1408 Pearl Street
Boulder, CO 80302
800/541-0314
www.intothewind.com
Sky Scraper Kites
3198 N. Speer Blvd.
Denver, CO 80211
303/893-2933

CONNECTICUT

Happy Jack’s Toys & Kites
700 Bantam Road
Bantam, CT 06750
877/205-5190
http://happyjacksdreamkites.com

Delaware

Rehoboth Sport & Kite Co.
1 Virginia Avenue
Rehoboth Beach DE 19971
800/250-KITE
www.rehobothkite.com
Rehoboth Sport & Kite Co. #3
67 Rehoboth Avenue
Rehoboth DE 19971
(800) 250-KITE

FLORIDA

Hawaiian Kiteworks
205 Hwy A1A, #310

Satellite Beach, FL 32937

407/363-9050
www.hawaiiankiteworks.com
Kites Incorporated
611 Ponte Vedra Lakes Bl. #2001
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
904/268-7600
www.kitesinc.com
KiteStop.com Online Store
www.kitestop.com
Windworks Inc.
13009 Village Blvd
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
727/320-9463
www.floridawindworks.com

GEORGIA

HobbyTown USA
840 E.W. Barrett Pkwy NW #650
Kennesaw, GA 30144
770/426-8800
www.hobbytown.com/gaken

IDAHO

Sunrise Kites
460 Cleveland Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
208/524-5551
sunrisekites@cableone.net

ILLINOIS

Air Time Kites
1719A Worden Avenue
Alton, IL 62002
618/465-3448
redkiter1@yahoo.com
Chicago Kite/Kite Harbor
5445 N. Harlem
Chicago, IL 60656
773/467-1428
www.chicagokite.com
Windfall Farm
6370 US Hwy 20 West
Galena, IL 61036-6041
815/776-9075
www.velocity-sports.com

INDIANA

Head Over Heals
225 Harrison Street
Shipshewana, IN 46565
260/768-7764
info@headoverheelsllc.com
Windsongs
P. O. Box 669
Beverly Shores, IN 46301
219/874-5864
kitesnflags@comcast.net
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IOWA

Midwest Kites
3566 Heatherton Drive
Davenport, IA 52804
563/823-8337
www.midwestkites.com

KANSAS

Kansas Kite Connection
1806 16th Street
Great Bend, KS 67530-4110
316/792-6549
Wind Heaven
10939 East Harry
Wichita, KS 67207
877/604-WIND
www.windheaven.com

Louisiana

MeauxJo Kites
3425 Robert Street
Zachary, LA 70791
225/654-5180
www.meauxjokites.com

MAINE

Cricket’s Corner
41 Shore Road
Ogunquit, ME 03907
207/646-2261
las@maine.rr.com
Maine Discovery Museum
74 Main Street
Bangor, ME 04401
207/262-7200
www.maindiscoverymuseum.org
Maine-Ly Kites
189 Maple Avenue
Farmington, ME 04938
207/779-4415
www.mainelykites.com

MARYLAND

The Kite Loft
511 Boardwalk
Ocean City, MD 21842
410/289-7855
www.kiteloft.com

MASSACHUSETTS

Blue Hill Observatory
Top of Great Blue Hill off Route 138
Milton, MA 02186
617/696-0562
www.bluehill.org
Sea Side Kites
293 Nantasket Avenue
Hull, MA 02045
781/925-3277
www.SeaSideKites.com
The Spirit of Toys
2 Sanford Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
508/332-4772
www.thespiritoftoys.com

MICHIGAN

Air-Fun Kites
167 S. Hancock Street
Pentwater, MI 49449
888/AIR-FUN1
www.air-fun.com
Kiteman Jack’s
Newman Street at The Pier
East Tawas, MI 48730
989/362-4615
kitemanjacks@aol.com

Kites & Fun Things
1049 S. Main Street
Plymouth, MI 48170
734/454-3760
www.skyburner.com

Stores in BOLD sell Kiting!

NORTH CAROLINA
Blowing In The Wind
312 Nutt Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910/763-1730

Third Coast Kite and Hobby
2158 Scenic Highway
Frankfort, MI 49635
231/349-1905
www.thirdcoastkites.com

Incredible Flying Objects
684 C Arlington Blvd
Greenville, NC 27858
252/215-0400

Tropical Treasures
34190 S. Gratiot
Clinton Township, MI 48035
586/791-6595
troptreasures@aol.com

Flying Smiles Kites
Corolla Town Center
Corolla, NC 27927
252/453-8442
www.flyingsmileskites.com

MISSOURI

Flying High With Charon
5633 Carlton Drive
St. Louis, MO 63049
636/376-6055
charon56@sbcglobal.net

NEBRASKA

Breeze Catchers
5428 S. 185th Street
Omaha, NE 68135
402/895-2331
www.breezecatchers.net

Breeze Chasers Online Kites
402/477-0794
www.breezechasers.com

NEVADA

A Wind Of Change
3870 West Russell Road
Las Vegas, NV 89118
702/736-1476
www.awindofchange.com
Windpower Sports
3111 S. Valley View #A-1116
Las Vegas, NV 89102
702/220-4340
www.windpowersports.com

NEW JERSEY

Home Toys Company
11 Swaim Drive
Thomasville, NC 27360
336/420-2032
www.hometoysco.com
Kites Unlimited - Atlantic Beach
Atlantic Station Shopping Center
PO Box 2278
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512
252/247-7011
www.kitesunlimitednc.com
Kitty Hawk Kites
PO Box 1839
Nags Head, NC 27959
877-359-8447
www.kittyhawk.com

NORTH DAKOTA
Prairie Wind Kite Company
5207 Cimarron Drive
Roseglen, ND 58775
701/743-4500
markrena@rtc.coop

OHIO

Amoka Windsurfing Kites
4703 Lose Road
Monclova, OH 43542
419/878-6009
www.amoka.com

Cobra Kites
2608 Rt. 37E
Toms River, NJ 08753
732/270-2112
www.cobrakites.com

Flaggs U.S.A.
5466 Dixie Hwy. (at Jungle Jims)
Fairfield OH 45014
513/939-3524
flaggsusajj@fuse.net

Lighten Up Kites
238 96th Street
Stone Harbor, NJ 08247
800/679-5747
www.lightenuponline.com

What’s Up
4500 Chagrin River Road
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
440/247-4222
judy@kitesonaroll.com

NEW MEXICO

Dust Devil Aerial Toys
11200 Montgomery NE, #31
Albuquerque, NM 87111
bernard_763@msn.com

OREGON

Columbia River Kites
P. O. Box 478, 270 NE 2nd
Irrigon, OR 97844
541/922-5739

Inland Kites
499 Willamette Street
Grants Pass, OR 97526
541/476-8299
inland@budget.net

B & S Kites
2812 Padre Blvd., Ste. B
South Padre Island, TX 78597
956/761-1248
www.bskites.com

kitelife.com
1236 N. Killingsworth Street, #3
Portland, OR 97217
503/890-0280
www.kitelife.com

Buck-N-Blue Outdoors
PO Box 2121
Alvin, TX 77512-2121
713/393-1100
www.jbrau.com/bnb-01.html

Phantom Star Design
2818 SE 23rd Drive #C-3
Lincoln City, OR 97367
541/994-7556
www.phantomstardesign.com

Family Fun Kites
16430 FM 156 South
Justin, TX 76247
817/360-2720
www.familyfunkites.com

PENNSYLVANIA

New Tech Kites
7208 McNeil Drive, #207
Austin, TX 78729
512/250-0485
www.newtechkites.com

Air Affairs
107 Chelsea Road
Hatboro, PA 19040
215/672-1470

B and C Creations
215 Kerrick Road
Shillington, PA 19607
610/796-1830
www.bandccreations.com
Burlesque Kites
1670 Limeport Pike
Coopersburg, PA 18036
610/965-0867
www.kitesonconsignment.com
Grandmaster Kites
216 W. Third Street, P. O. Box 276
Mifflinville, PA 18631
570/759-3167
www.grandmasterkites.com
KitesRUs
1482 River Road
New Hope, PA 18938
215/862-6272
www.kitesrus.com
Kite Studio
5555 Hamilton Blvd.
Wescosville, PA 18106
610/395-3560
www.kitebuilder.com
Windstar Kites
203 Ridgeway Drive
Baden, PA 15005-2423
724/869-4488
www.windstarkites.com

Rhode Island
Kitt Kites
28 Brown Street
Narragansett, RI 02882
401/726-1626
www.kittkites.com

Narragansett Flags and Kites
909 Boston Neck Road
Narragansett, RI 02882
401/782-0318
www.riflags.com

Pat ‘n Eddie’z
8804 Colonial Drive
Austin, TX 78758
512/837-4371
www.patneddiez.com
Rainbows 4 Sail
980 Gibb Rd.
Waxahachie, Texas 75167
972/923-0119
www.rainbows4sailkites.com
South Beach Kites
877/347-KITE
www.southbeachkites.com
Windchasers Kites
1514 Padre Blvd.
South Padre Island, TX 78597
956/761-7028
www.kiteshop.com

Utah

Breakin’ Wind
50 West Center
Cedar City, UT 84720
435/586-8851
www.breakinwindonline.com

VIRGINIA

Hang-em High Fabrics
1420 Yale Avenue
Richmond, VA 23224
804/233-6155
www.citystar.com/
hang-em-high
HQ Kites and Designs USA (formerly
Nova Designs)
317 Great Bridge Blvd, Suite C
Chesapeake, VA 23320
757/819-7951
www.hq-kites-usa.com

WASHINGTON

Above It All Kites
Long Beach, WA 98631
360/642-3541
www.aboveitallkites.com
Big Kid Kites
14236 142nd Avenue NE
Renton, WA 98059
www.bigkidkites.com
Cutting Edge Kites
676 Ocean Shores Bl. NW
Ocean Shores, WA 98569
360/289-0667
www.cuttingedgekites.com
Ellensburg Kite Company
1910 W. Peakview Drive
Ellensburg, WA 98926
409/925-5483
www.ellensburgkite.com
Fincher’s Aire Force
2901-3 Perry Avenue
Bremerton, WA 98310
360/692-0149
topkite@hotmail.com
Gasworks Park Kite Shop
3420 Stone Way North
Seattle, WA 98103
206/633-4780
www.goodwindkites.com
Go-Bent Recumbent Bikes
1111 Walla Walla Avenue
Wenatchee, WA 98801
509/667-7777
www.gobentbikes.com
Goodwinds.com
2816 Old Hwy 99 S Road, Suite #4
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
360/588-4785
www.goodwinds.com
Great Winds Kite Company
312 N. 83rd Street
Seattle, WA 98103
www.greatwinds.com
Hi-Flyers
55 Main Street
Pacific Beach, WA 98571
360/276-8377
hi-flyers@coastaccess.com
Ocean Shores Kites
172 W. Chance A La Mer
Ocean Shores, WA 98569
360/289-4103
oceanshoreskites@techline.com
Pizazz Kiteworks
P. O. Box 266
Coupeville, WA 98239
360/678-6266
www.pizazzkites.com

It’s A Breeze Specialties
8221 Little Florida Road
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
804/779-0183
www.itsabreez.com

The Kite Shoppe
866/ROK-KAKU
www.thekiteshoppe.com

Dyna Kite Corp
5628A Amboy Avenue
North Charleston, SC 29406
843/554-9633
larry@dynakite.com

Jackite, Inc.
2868 W. Landing Rd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23456
877/522-5483
www.jackite.com

Aerial Stunt Kitessm
121 Wrigley Drive
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
262/249-0631
www.askites.com

SOUTH CAROLINA

WISCONSIN

WeCree8 Kites
2314 Sudderth Drive
Ruidoso, NM 88345
575/257-5575
www.ruidosokitefestival.com

Elmer’s Flag & Banner, Kites Too!
1332 NE Broadway
Portland, OR 97232
800/547-8795
www.kitestoo.com

NEW YORK

Gomberg Kite Productions Int’l.
P.O. Box 113
Neotsu, OR 97364
541/996-3083
www.gombergkites.com

Kites Fly’n Hi
The Rainbow Market
40 N. Market Street
Charleston, SC 29401
843/577-3529

Life’s A Breeze Kites
2125 Staples Mill Road
Richmond, VA 23230
804/405-4515
duty@mindspring.com

Fish Creek Kite Company
3903 Highway 42
Fish Creek, WI 54212
920/868-3769
www.fishcreekkites.com

High Mountain Kites
1157 SW 32nd Court
Redmond OR 97756
541/420-9949
www.highmountainkites.com

TEXAS

Sky Jewels Kites
5579 Wellington Road
Gainesville, VA 20155
866/217-9268
www.skyjewelskites.net

Gift of Wings
9955 W. St. Martins Road
Franklin, WI 53132
414/425-8002
www.giftofwings.com

Kichi Kites
81 Old Town Road
Peru, NY 12972
518/643-9881
www.kichikites.com
Wonder Works
P.O Box 153
Palmyra, NY 14522
585/429-0761
www.goodthingsfly.com

About Kites
11615 Sagevale Lane
Houston, TX 77089
713/305-6777
about-kites@earthlink.net

Gift of Wings - Veterans Park
1500 N. Lincoln Memorial Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53202
414/273-5483
Unique Flying Objects
2022 Washington Street
Two Rivers, WI 54241
866/UFO-4FUN
www.uniqueflyingobjects.com

AUSTRALIA

Kitepower Queensland
2/10 -22 Hornibrook Esplanade
Clontarf
Queensland Australia 4019
(+61) 7 3284 1186
www.kitepower.com.au/catalog/
index.html
Kitepower Australia 3
302 Grand Parade
Sans Souci
Sydney, NSW 2219
(+61) 2 9529 6894
Kitepower Australia
386 La Trobe Tce
Geelong VIC 3220
(+61) 3 5229 5899
OzFeathers
P. O. Box 758,
Willunga, SA 5172
(+61) 8 8556 2681
www.ozfeather.com.au

CANADA

Alexander Graham Bell Museum Ass’n
P. O. Box 609
Baddeck, NS B0E 1B0
Canada
902/295-2069
www.pc.gc.ca/lhn-nhs/ns/graham
bell/index_e.asp

Le Gite Du Cerf Volant
935 Rte De La Seigneurie
Saint-Roch-des-Aulnaies
PQ G0R 4E0
418/354-2182
www.legiteducerfvolant.ca
The Kite Guys
2420 Morris Crescent
Airdrie, AB T4A 2B8
www.kiteguys.ca

JAPAN

AGAIN
Joyfull Tsurumai 1F
3-14-16 Chiyoda Naka Ku
Nagoya, Achi 460-0012
(+81) 52-339-3830
www.agagas.co.jp/again

NETHERLANDS
Vliegersenco
veenweg 34-36
Deventer OV 7416BC
( 0) 570-607946
www.vliegersenco.nl

SCOTLAND

Gentles Limited
11 Corbiehill Avenue
Edinburgh, EH4 5DT
(+44) 131-3365472
sales@gentles.ltd.uk

United Kingdom
Kiteworld UK
6 Cottage Grove
Clacton-on-Sea
Essex CO16 8DQ
United Kingdom
www.kiteworld.co.uk

Boreal Kites/Gothic Design
45960 Sparta Line
Saint Thomas, ON N5P 3S8
519/775-2527
eric@gothicdesign.ca
Canadian Wind Rider
26 Elfindale Crescent
North York, ON M2J 1B5
416/497-9463
www.canadianwindrider.com
Great Canadian Kite Company
4517 Harvest Green
Taber, AB T1G 1A1
877/382-3956
www.canadiankitecompany.com
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Art In The Air		

by Leslie Shipps

E

ast Branch Friends of the Arts is a
community based non-profit group
dedicated to supporting and promoting visual, literary and performing arts.
Each year it sponsors a variety of cultural events for residents and visitors in
the Town of Keene and the Ausable East
Branch River Valley in the Adirondack
High Peaks region. Two years ago, Board
President Barbara Strowger proposed a
kite festival as an offering that would
appeal to all ages and the first Kite Fest,
“Wind Art Celebration,, was born.
EBFA purchased sled kite kits and
donated them to Keene Central School
where art teacher Cheryl MacFadden
oversaw their decoration and construction. Keene Valley Librarian Karen Glass
made banners with her students using
muslin donated by EBFA. Children at Little Peaks nursery school also made kites.
And on Father’s Day, the kids brought
their kites and their families to Marcy
Field in Keene Valley on a beautiful day
with just enough wind to get them all in
the air. Sharing the field with the Keene
Valley Farmer’s Market meant there were
lots of spectators, too. It was such a
success that EBFA decided to do it again.
The second annual EBFA Kite Fest got
off to a wet start on Father’s Day, 2009,
with fog and mist over Marcy Field obscuring the mountains in the background.
But as the rain moved away and the wind
picked up, the crowds grew and all sizes
and shapes of kites filled the sky. Emcee
Bob Andrews entertained and informed
the crowds with his up-beat patter and
music by DJ Fritz Sabbow kept the party
going all day long.
EBFA purchased 48” rokkaku kite kits
from Drachen Foundation and invited
10 talented local artists to paint and
fly them. (You can visit www.eastbrancharts.org to see photographs of

Brad and
Monica
Bradbury
kites created by Naj Wikoff, Frank Owen,
Pauline Dumas, Monique Weston, Cheryl
MacFadden, Cynthia Johnston, Monica
Bradbury, Marcy Neville, Paul Matthews
and Jerilea Zempel.) Participants in a
kite-making workshop for all ages held
Saturday at Keene Central School also
flew their creations. Nathan Houck and
his daughter Hadley from Peru, New York
gave kite-flying lessons and stunt kite
demonstrations. There were kites for
sale by McDonough’s Valley Hardware
and Kichi Kites and refreshments by
the Keene Valley Neighborhood House…
and, of course, all the wonderful local
food and craft vendors at the adjacent
Farmer’s Market!
Though only in its second year, our
event is now on the radar of serious
kitefliers and we couldn’t be happier. In
2008, Gary Sharp and Debbie Borg from

NYKE came for the weekend and helped
us get things “off the ground.” They
spread the word and this year AKA and
NYKE members Greg and Jackie Lamou-

The Outer Banks’ NEWEST

Kite Pro Shop
2009 Fighter Kite Standings
Western States

Revolution, Avia, Sky Burner, Gomberg,
HQ, New Tech, Shanti, SkyDog, Jackite
Kiting Accessories
Kite Hospital
Classic Games and Puzzles
Corolla Light Town Center
(across from the Whalehead Club
and the Currituck Beach Lighthouse)

(252)453-8442
www.FlyingSmilesKites.com
cath@FlyingSmilesKites.com
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reux, Bill and Barbara Coons, Christina Murray, Jim
and Peg Peck, and Don Tuff and Kim Linehan joined
them. They all spent the weekend in town and
joined EBFA
Jerilea Zempel
board members
at a kick-off
party with the
artists. To
everyone’s
delight, they
Cynthia
Johnston’s brought their
fabulous kites
rokkaku
and colorful
banners with
Cheryl MacFadden
them, served
as “kite doctors” and
staged colorful bol races
for children and adults.
Kite
Pauline Dumas
Fest will
return
again next
Father’s
Day. Plan
to join
us in the
Heart of
the High
Peaks! k

Mid States

Open Line Touch
1 Felix Durairaj
2 Aaron Champie
3 Jay Bell
4 Sharon Champie
5 Darrin Skinner
6 Francisco Navarro

55
54
47
43
15
5

Open Skills
Felix Durairaj
Sharon Champie
Jay Bell
Aaron Champie
Darrin Skinner
Francisco Navarro

53
25
20
16
12
9

Experienced Line Touch
1 Bill Schumacher
21
2 Lisa Willoughby
15
3 Carl Anderson
13
4 Jeremy Terpening 12
5 Terry McPherson
10
6 Jan Winkel
5
Novice Line Touch
1 John Hall
2 John Arnold

6
3

Experienced Skills
1 Bill Schumacher
2 Carl Anderson
3 Jeremy Terpenning
4 Jan Winkel
4 Terry McPherson
4 Nelson Borelli

14
12
9
5
5
5

Novice Skills
1 John Arnold

3

Eastern States

Experienced Line Touch
1 Andy Selzer
45
2 Lisa Willoughby
42
3 Jim Davis
23
4 Gerry Reidel
18
5 Jeremiah Alves
12
6 Manny Alves
9
6 Charles Stewart
9
6 Lisa Stambaugh
9
9 Lattie Smart
5
Novice Line Touch
1 Charles Stewart
2 Lattie Smart
3 Lisa Stambaugh
4 Marian Young
5 Brew Young

19
14
12
10
9
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K-Files

AndrÉ Bernard

Big

Bird

André and Cheetah

M

y interest in kite flying started over 20 years ago when
I bought a kite for my children. As so often happens, it
didn’t fly, so I managed to add a tail to that “Eddy kite” to
make it fly. The following year, on a trip to the East Coast, I
bought a kite for myself. I found that activity peaceful; you’re
outside looking at the sky, you see clouds moving and changing
form, high flying birds.
After three years flying store-bought kites, I found a book
on kite
building.
Kloé
When winter came,
I started
making my
first one.
I discovered that
it was an
excellent
hobby for
me. After
many years
of simply
reproducing classic
kites, I
decided it
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was time to start designing my own.
		
My process
to create a new kite starts with a challenge to myself. Can I
turn that idea into a kite? The idea can be a color scheme, a
structure, a shape, anything. Then comes a reflection period
to plan details, to find and clarify all the details that will make
an elegant kite; it can take as little as 20 minutes or as much
as 20 months. I always keep a graph paper pad with an idea in
progress next to my easy
Bikini
chair. For each kite built, I
can have two to five viable
sketches; the selection is
done with my wife’s help.
For example, over ten years
ago I lost a Roller-type
kite that I really liked. As I
didn’t want to make another identical kite, I worked
on variant shapes, close to
a roller. After several transformations of the design, I
found that I was close to a
two-piece woman’s bathing
suit. So I did a “bikini” kite.
I have a strong influence from birds and
airplanes — my kites often

have wings. One design
that I am proud of is
my “Bird.” It is good
in a low and turbulent
wind, such as I have
on summer evenings.
Red and White
I wanted to do a kite
with wings and a body
nearly bird-shaped, but without the details. It is a transformation of an elongated
Eddy, with wings. I made eight of that design with different colors and schemes
on them. The last one, named “Kloé,” is in part a bee and a dragonfly. With that
kite I wanted to try transparent material and I added Christmas tree ornaments
outside the body to make eyes.
Another design derived from the “Bird” is “Cheetah.” The main idea comes
from an article with beautiful pictures of cheetahs in a well-known magazine. I
liked the animal and I had had in mind for some time a kite with adjustable wings
so that the angle of attack could be modified in relation to the main body.

André and Tutankhamen

Last winter I
made a kite

Alien
Snowbirds

based on a
French song
that goes
“…my great
kite, one side
red one side
white.” Since
I didn’t fancy
a simple splitcolor kite, I
worked on
different shapes (note that most of my kites are the bowed
type) until I found one that includes the color scheme of one
red Eddy twisted around a white Eddy.
I like flying at kite events to get feedback from spectators
Autumn ‘09 | Kiting 23
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Holy Quadlines, Batman!
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Wildwoods Int’l Kite Festival and
East Coast Sport Kite Championship
May 22-25, 2009
Wildwood, NJ
Dolphin

Cel Dallmer serv
es up some Sout
h
Jersey Kite Flye
rs hospitality to
Charles Stewart.
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Supergirl and the
Joker at the banquet.
A Ron Gibian
design.

Mike and Vertigo
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Scott Koenig
Lisa Willoughby

Great Lakes
Kite Festival

Grand Haven, MI		

May 16-17, 2009

Inside Wildwood
Torrey Lindemann

Paul deBakker

photos by Andrew Albosta
and Phil Broder

William Sturdy

Steve Santos and Archie Stewart
Paul Berard

photos by
Carol Cooper
and Kevin Ryan
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Great Dane!
by Jon Burkhardt

photos by Bernhard Dingwerth
and Jon Burkhardt

I

t’s true, what they say about Fanø: from the center of the field, look
right and it’s the biggest kite festival you’ve ever seen; then look left,
and it’s the second biggest kite festival you’ve ever seen. On a good day,
you’re left searching for words: astounding, amazing, unbelievable are
some that come to mind.
Not every day of this week-long event is perfect, of course. Fanø is an island off the west coast of Denmark in the North
Sea, which generally means that you need to be prepared for heavy winds. And temperatures that feel somewhere between cool
and cold. In June 2009, the 25th anniversary of the first Fanø international kite festival, this certainly was true. Knowing this,
the real kite experts focus on big inflatable pieces that don’t mind the strong winds at all. But on a perfect day with 10 – 12
mile per hour winds, everything flies in a truly joyful spectacle.
The beach is 10 miles long; folks drive onto the hard packed sand, park their cars, tie down a bunch of kites, and wander
among all the other friends and their creations. The big thrill this year was the incredible display of imagination in so many different kinds of bols created by Willi Koch, some of which are commercially available, others not. Line laundry of all sorts and
shapes was prominently featured, and the inflatable lady bugs were bouncing all over the beach.
Karen and I were guests of Premier Kites, who had rented a very
modern house just behind the dunes. Besides ourselves and Val and Al of
Premier, the cottage included Wolfgang Grimsel and his wife Constanza,
Jon Trennepohl, and,
as the weekend approached, more and
more fliers. More
beer, more wine,
more food! It got to
be quite a wonderful party. We had
been looking forward
to going to Fanø for
many years, and the
25th anniversary was
absolutely magnificent.
The grandest
part of Fanø is the
friendships that you
renew and make.
Spending quality time with kite
friends that you have
known and have just
gotten to know is a
real joy. Fanø is a
festival that deserves
to be on everyone’s
MUST DO list. k
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National Maritime Day
Beaufort, North Carolina

by Karen Mault

May 25, 2009

T

he North Carolina Maritime Museum in Beaufort held a community picnic on Memorial Day to commemorate National
Maritime Day. The Carolina Kite Club was asked to put color
in the sky during the event. Nine members of the club, led by
Don Dixon of Kites Unlimited in Atlantic Beach, put up close
to twenty kites and spent the day tending those kites in lessthan-ideal winds.

Amy Doran and Penny Lingenfelter
try to create order out of chaos.

Arnold Stellema

Penny Lingenfelter

San Ramon Art & Wind Festival
San Ramon, California

May 24, 2009

photos by John Gillespie

Francisco Navarro

Jim Strealy gets out of the way during the candy drop.

Newport Kite Festival
Newport, Rhode Island
photos by Glenn Davison

July 10-13, 2009

Bob Snow, two stories up.
The predominant colors were red, white and blue, though
many other colorful kites were flying alongside the patriotic
ones. Kites of all sizes were put up, the largest being a 140
ft2 red, white and blue foil, and the smallest an 18” American
flag. There were several large deltas, a smaller Sutton with
tails, a couple of dragons, box deltas, sky skimmers, a few
rokkakus, a flake, a small diamond and an eagle kite. All in
all, a very impressive show and one that was visible for miles.
The picnic lasted for four hours in winds that were up and
down, which meant that the kites were up and down. We all

Ray Wong and Jeff Colvin
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Ed Rexrode and Ross King
were kept very busy launching downed kites and untangling
lines when kites crossed in the changing wind. Although there
was not a lot of space, we were not limited to single line kites.
One flier put up a six-stack of DynaKites, another a three-stack
of Aerostunters. And there was one Rev in the air. All of them
were red, white and blue.
The response of the spectators and the volunteers and
staff of the Maritime Museum was all very positive. So much
so, we may be doing it again next year. k

Ray Wong, Don Dixon, John Mault, Jeff Colvin, Bob Snow,
Stephanie Mault, Ross King, Karen Mault, Ed Rexrode
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It Takes A Team To Fly SOLO
Berkeley, CA		

by David Gomberg

July 25-26, 2009

G

Oostende Kite Festival
Oostende, Belgium		
May 9-10, 2009
photos by Jan van Leeuwen and Bernhard Dingwerth
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iant inflatable Octopus have emerged as the most popular and successful big kites at most festivals around
the USA. One kite is a show, several kites are an event,
and mega flies of up to 20 kites are breathtaking.
Everyone has seen Octopus. But now there’s something new to see: the Super Over-large Octopus.
A standard Octo is 90’ long, and the Over-Large Octopus at 130’ has four times the volume. Scale that up again
and you get something astounding — about 250’ long and
16 times the bulk of what we normally call a “giant.” The
head alone is over 2000 ft2.
Since the Over-Large is called “OLO” we took to calling this project the Super Over-Large Octopus or “SOLO.”
The kite was custom-made for Nathan Sendan by
Gomberg Kite Productions and produced by Peter Lynn Ltd.
Designer Simon Chisnall organized a special sewing team
to complete the project in time for the Berkeley Kite Festival. He constructed the kite in three 70 pound sections
that zipped together but could be disassembled for easy
transport. And then, because there was no time to test
and tune in New Zealand, Simon brought the bags himself
to San Francisco.
No one had ever flown a kite like this before. But we had the best possible group of experts and experience. Nathan owned
the kite and Simon designed it. Susan Gomberg and I have the
substantially larger MegaFlag and some experience with safety,
launching, and retrieving oversize kites. Tom McAlister was the
festival organizer. And the Wranglers, including Mike North,
Dave Hoggan, and John Kahn — together with “Hill King” Brian
Champie and Dan Burnham — know flying big kites at the Berkeley Marina better than anyone.
The launch was managed with a core group of ten people.
Two teams of
three worked
the kite. One
held the kite for
inflation, one
stood by to help
or untangle,
and one stood
back as a spotter. Nathan had
the position
of honor (and
responsibility)
at the anchor
point. Simon acted as technical advisor. And the Gombergs worked as launch
director.
With winds winds blowing about 8 mph, the big white monster began to fill
and then gently lifted off. Success!
When time came to land the huge kite, we used a quick release similar to
the one anchoring the MegaFlags. The main line is set free and a second line attached to the base of the kite’s lifting surface takes hold. The kite flips over and
spills air, settling gently to the ground. Overall, SOLO worked extremely well and
proved to be an oversized crowd pleaser.
The Berkeley Kite Festival has been going on for more than 20 years and
attracts huge crowds. Thousands pack the park to see the large kite show, the
sport kite demos, the rok fights and candy drops. But this year, SOLO was a main
attraction. At a time when many events are struggling, the formula of large kites
as a magnet, and performance kiting or special events in the main arena is working well here. k
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Language Barriers

Dieppe International Kite Festival
Dieppe, New Brunswick		
August 12-16, 2009
text and photos by Phil Broder
A Robert Brasington fan

I: Driving Tijuana Style

Getting to the Dieppe International Kite Festival isn’t hard.

There’s only one flight to that part of New Brunswick from the
States each day. Getting around Dieppe, however, can be more
difficult. Sure, you could take the handy shuttles provided by
the organizers, or,
like me, you can
hitch a ride back to
the hotel with Scott
Skinner, Jose Sainz,
and Ben Dantonio.
It’s only a couple
miles, a ten minute
ride at most, but
it isn’t long before
we’re hopelessly
lost. The rent-acar’s GPS steers us
to the wrong Holiday Inn, and after
a dead-end cul-desac, a couple laps
around a WalMart,
a few construction
zones, a desperate
U-turn, and a lesson
in what Jose calls
“driving Tijuana
style,” we head for
the airport instead.
Unfortunately, the
GPS tries to steer

A Longbottom star
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us to Montauk, NY, not Moncton, NB, and it’s only by blind luck
that 45 minutes later we get back to the hotel.

II: Can I Pinch Your Seat?

At an international event, there are bound to be communication differences. I announce in English, the audience speaks
French. And the French speak a different French than the
French-Canadians. The Americans speak a different English
than the English, let alone the Scots, Aussies, and Tasmanians.
And the Germans? Who knows? So when Sara Longbottom asks
to pinch your seat, you have to consider that she might actually be looking for a chair.
Language barriers disappear in the sky, luckily. A Rev
megateam made of France’s Crazy Drivers, Canada’s Dipt’r,
and America’s Windjammers still pulls off the stunts that dazzle the crowd. A half dozen nations combine to make a ridiculous seven-way knot in the rokkaku battle, and all countries
prove vulnerable to the vicious cutting technique of Robert
Trépanier. Everyone wants to play with fighter-like pterodactyls and underwear made by England’s Karl Longbottom. And
the hot new fabric seems to be organza, appearing in kites
and banners by Montreal’s Michèle Bérubé, Christine McGee,
and Daniel Remillard, Tasmania’s Robert Brasington, and the
Longbottoms.

III: I’ll Take Olivier’s Picture When He’s More Stable

The variety of kites at an event like Dieppe is staggering.
There’s plenty that’s familiar: Peter Lynn inflatables, Revs,
flowforms and pyrodeltas. But there’s much more that’s like
nothing seen before. Désiré Chapin and Wadson Michel fly traditional six-sided kites from Martinique and Haiti. Axel Costros
brings a display of historic Stieff kites from Germany, as well
as a Viking ship that he lets children fly. Scott and Jose pull
out stunning tall geo-pointers. Below them, Robert Trépanier
debuts a four-string Big Bad Wolf that is sure to be the envy
of every quad flyer. Jacques Létourneau unfurls one brightlypainted kite after another. Robert Brasington has flown for two
days from Tasmania with not just one spectacular new train,
but five! The Longbottoms dole out pterodactyls to anyone
with a free hand, but save the best for last, with a pair of
doves that fly independently from a horizontal spreader. Christine McGee and Daniel Remillard stake out the sidelines with
a ghostly ground
Robert Trépanier’s quad-line wolf
display, then blow
everyone away at
the night fly when
it lights up and
reflects. Michael
Alvares assembles
bigger and bigger
cellular kites, and
keeps the kids happy
by dropping parachute-borne candy
from stuffed moose,
grizzlies and koalas.
The kite-making competition
brings out a dozen
amazing kites, but
the judges lean
toward appliqué.
Switzerland’s
Olivier Reymond’s

A Jacques Létourneau creation
Michael
Alvares

An unusual ground display by Christine McGee
and Daniel Remillard

genki proves difficult to photograph until it finally
steadies itself, Australia’s Bill Farber takes second
place with a rokkaku, and Bas Vreeswijk of the
Netherlands wins the prize, a trip to next year’s
festival in Dieppe, France.
Ultimately, all language barriers are overcome, as the week closes with a French Canadian
auctioneer selling an Australian’s hat to an American. It’s the sort of thing that can only happen in
Dieppe. . . or Babel. k

Scott Skinner’s
geo-pointer

A Robert Brasington
school of fish
NAFTA at work: Scott Skinner, Jose
Sainz, and Robert Trépanier.

Bas Vreeswijk’s winning kite.

The Longbottoms’s doves

Toronto’s
Gary Mark
fights the
mosquitoes at
the night fly.
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Long Week in Long Beach

by Marla Miller

Dave Goss’ cellular creation
Iqbal Husain’s Pied Piper

Washington State International Kite Festival
Long Beach, Washington
August 17-23, 2009

T

he Washington State International Kite Festival. Better
known as WSIKF to many, this year was better than ever
(but I think that every year). With nearly 400 registered flyers,
this has got to be the largest festival in the US.
It starts on Monday and goes through Sunday and once
again we all survived. Monday is always Kite Trains, Arches
and Multi-line Stacks. Tuesday is Terrific Tuesday Top Teams.
Wednesday brings Paint Me Patriotic. Thursday, Handcrafted
Comprehensive Competition. Friday has more that you can
think to do, starting with Fighter Kites, Sport Kites, and a
Mass Ascension, followed up with Indoor flying. Saturday, more
of the same, but add a Cody Fly, Rokkaku Challenge and the
Parade of Colors. Then you can go to the banquet that night,
with awards and a great auction. And if you can manage,
Sunday has more flying and competitions and some time to say
goodbye, until the next year.
The invited guests included Basir Beria, consultant
for the the movie “The Kite Runner,” and Switzerland’s
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Iqbal Husain and his amusing kite trains. iQuad, with John
Barresi at the lead of the talented team, put together 64 Revs
in a mass ascension. [Ed. note: in audience voting, iQuad was
named “Best Kiteflying Children.” Bravo!] Ray Bethell flying
his three sport kites is always a great show. Robert Brasington
brought several new trains from Tasmania. A surprise visitor
was Kevin Sanders from Australia, stopping by on his way home
from Colombia. Talk about decorating the sky!
During this week you can also drop by the World Kite
Museum to have a good look at the kite displays. There were
evening programs
Vance Flippin and
at the Museum
Al Councilman
with talks from
both Basir Beria
and Iqbal Husain.
Three gentlemen named
to the Hall of
Fame this year:
Gerard Clement
of France, Brooks
Leffler of California and the late
Sam Huston of
Washington.
Join us next
year in painting
the sky, seeing
kite friends and
having way too
much fun. k

Sam King

Iqbal Husain and
Terry McPherson

David Gomberg
Kevin Sanders and Cliff Pennell

photos by Robin Haas,
Rick White and Ron Miller
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AKA Convention 2009

Online Program

Last year we posted the entire
Convention Program online, and
we received very positive feedback! Check the convention page
at www.aka.kite.org for this year’s
program. It lists every detail of the
week’s activities, including workshop titles and descriptions. Every
effort is made to keep the program
information current, but with
last minute changes of presenters
and/or topics, things can change.
Please be advised that the program
is meant to be an informational
guide only.
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Does your ground display have what it takes to follow in the webbed footsteps of last year’s winner?

Kite Art Gallery

As an alternative to its usual indoor art gallery exhibit, the
Kite Art Gallery in Rochester will move to the great outdoors
— after all, we’ll be in Minnesota! On Friday afternoon from
2:00 to 4:00, kite artists and collectors of kite art are invited
to lift their creations in a blazing sky exhibit not only showcasing the range of talented kitemakers in our midst, but also
those from our history and those who collect kite art. We
encourage proxies to borrow and fly kites of artists unable to
attend the convention. We particularly welcome members experimenting with techniques and materials, or those who have
other artistic innovations to share.
After the fly, participants will briefly display their kites
on the ground and answer questions from members. The goal
of the Kite Art Committee is to expose members to the amazing beauty, artistry and accomplishments of kitemakers in our
midst and in our history.
If you are a kite artist, collect art kites or know an artist who will share a kite that you might bring to convention,
please join us in creating a magical sky and a fantastic photo
opportunity on Friday afternoon. Festival banners, wind sculptures and creative ground anchors are welcome.
— Paul Fieber

Ground Display Challenge

It’s back! A competition for aficianados of things that don’t
fly! On Saturday afternoon, set up your banners, bouncers,
spinners, flags, and all that other stuff you decorate the earth
with. Prizes will be awarded in two categories: Best Banner/Banners (must be entirely homemade), and Best Overall
Display (must be at least 1/3 homemade). Voting will be by both
kiters and the general public, so prepare to dazzle Rochestrians as well as your kite pals.
— Phil Broder and Greg Lamoureaux

Workshops

• A First Timers Introduction to the Convention — Dick and Sis
Vogel
• Changing AKA’s Fiscal Year – Or Not: And Other Hot Topics in
AKA Finance — Jon Burkhardt, Mel Hickman and Don Dixon
• Demystifying Knots — Ronda Brewer
• Hatteras Island: Nights in Rodanthe and Avon and Buxton
— Rick Kinnaird

• Indoor Flying, present and future - Nelson
Borelli
• Introduction to Fighter Kite Competition ...The
Basics — The Bandana Gang
• Judging Handmade Kites: Before the Competition — Steve Ferrel
• Judging Handmade Kites: After the Competition
— Steve Ferrel
• Kite Aerial Photography and the Search for Amelia Earhart — David Wheeler
• Kite Aerial Photography Demonstration — David
Wheeler
• Kite Memorabilia Display — Tom Cross
• Kitebuilding 101: The Classroom Sled make &
take — Richard & Marti Dermer
• Kitemaking Competition Do’s and Don’ts — Deb
Lenzen
• Kites As Art— Deb Lenzen
• Kite Crafts — Pam Bowden
• Kites In The Classroom — Corey Jensen
• Kites in the Jaguar World — Rick Kinnaird
• Learn Why Pin Collecting is Not Dead — Ron
Miller and Vic Eshpeter
• Make a Fighter Kite make & take — Carl Anderson and Bill Schumacher
• Miniatures By Charm make & take — Charm
Lindner
• Miniature Celtic Design Kite Workshop make &
take — Dave Butler
• National Kite Month — NKM Committee
• Prairie Bird Glider make & take — Paul Fieber
• Recruiting for the AKA – It’s FUN! — Gayle
Woodul
• Sport Kite Symposium — Sport Kite Committee
• The Innovative Kite — Mike Mosman
• 13, the Lucky Region — Bernard Fourniere
• Wave Your Banner! make & take — Phil Broder
• Yellow, Red and Blue; Oh! And Violet — John
Pollock

Bring Your Mini-Banners

Have a Scott Spencer mini-banner in your collection? Bring it along, as we raise our tiny flags in
a tabletop salute to the South Jersey stalwart.

Saturday Extravaganza

AKA Convention 2009

By the
Mystery Kite Mass
time this issue
Ascension
reaches you
After the intense
it will be very
preparation and execuclose to Contion of the New Battle of
vention time!
Gettysburg last year, the
If you haven’t
Keystone Kiters are ready
made your plans
for something a little
to attend the
less stressful. So, they
convention in
decided to resurrect the
Rochester, MN,
Mystery Kite Mass Ascenit’s not too late!
sion.
If you don’t
As usual, the club
register by the
has chosen a number
close date of
of different types of
September 23,
kites. One of them will
you may still
be the featured kite to
register at the
fly in this special Mass
door in RochesAscension. Fly it during
ter. Think about
the designated time and
it; are you willing
receive a FREE collectible
to miss the largest
pin. But wait; there’s a
gathering of kite encatch... we won’t tell you
thusiasts in the nation?
which kite it us UNTIL you get
Receptions, workshops,
to the convention. It could be
field events, raffles, the Kite
one of these:
Gallery, the Auction and a Fly
• Red Kite - Any kite as long as it’s red
Mart filled with kite vendors!
• Square Kite – All squares are rectangles,
If you have already registered,
but not all rectangles are squares
you are in for a fabulous week. We will
• Wood Framed Kite - If the framework is wood,
have lodging and all convention programs housed
the kite is good
in the Kahler Grand Hotel. Not only is the Kahler
• Noise Making Kite - Any kite, as long as it has a noise-making
Grand Hotel beautiful, but it is located right in the
device incorporated or attached
heart of the city, only six miles from the airport
• Sea Life Kite – No turf, just surf. Any aquatic life represented
and connected via pedestrian skywalk to downtown
on or as a kite will qualify.
boutiques, gift shops, restaurants, and more. The
The chosen kite will be displayed on a poster at registraIndoor Fly and the outside field events are the only
tion. Bring it out on Saturday afternoon. Now, go through your
off-property events, which as we all know, makes
kite bag and see what you have that matches these kites. If
it much easier to attend everything!
you don’t have anything, either modify, buy, beg, or borrow
All of the above plus all the kite friends you
something. And remember, the judge’s rulings are final. (But
haven’t seen for over a year! Add to that the two
they can be bought!)
banquets, over thirty workshops and more fun
events than you could ever pack
into a week and you will see why
Look for great kites like this Dick Maciel circoflex
Rochester is a must attend event.
in the Rochester auction.
Don’t miss out!
— Maggie Vohs

As always, Saturday afternoon is our chance
to impress the locals. Sport kiters will have a Hot
Tricks competition and plenty of demo time. Team
and individual rokkaku battles will rage across the
sky. Member’s Choice entries will take to the air.
And the Festival Field will be brightened by a trio
of themed flies. First, launch the kites your built in
a workshop. If you made it at MAKR, Ft. Worden,
OKR, Junction, MKS, or elsewhere, here’s where
you can show it off. Then we’ll see what you spent
your money on in the Auction Treasures fly. Any kite
you bought in an auction or won in a raffle, this
year or any other, launch it for all to see. Finally,
the day wraps up with the Empty Your Bag fly. It’s
our final hour in Rochester, and you don’t want to
leave anything unflown. Open up your bags and air
it all out. k

Region 1 ~ New England

Ben Dantonio

CT-NH-MA-ME-RI-VT-NY
Greg Lamoureux
293 Nantasket Avenue
Hull, MA 02045
781/925-3277
region1@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2010

What an incredibly busy, fun-filled
summer for Region One. With events
throughout our region, members have
seen one of our own (Scott Weider) appear on the national television show,
“America’s Got Talent.” Keene Valley
artists have been introduced to a new
medium where they could apply their

Paul “The Joker”
Berard yucks it up
with Ron Gibian in
Wildwood.

talents to rokkakus thanks to the efforts
of Gary Sharp and Deb Borg. The East
Branch Friends of the Arts (EBFA) held
“Art in the Air.” Artists were supplied
with rokkakus and they created a design
on the kite, then assembled and flew
them at the EBFA 2nd Annual Kite Fest.
Region One has a new merchant
member in upstate New York, Kichi
Kites, and added several new members
to the AKA. A very impressive list of
accomplishments for the region and a
heartfelt thanks to all those who “make
it happen” and to those that come out in
support of the events.
Annual events are still going strong
with the Hammonasset Kite Festival in
CT, the Newport Kite Festival in RI, the
KONE Regional in MA, Sullivan County,
NY, as well as kite flies in Windham, NH,
and at the popular location of Bug Light
in Maine. The New York Kite Enthusiasts
and the Great Lakes Kitefliers Society,
Kites in Central New York Skies, Kites
Over New England and Connectikiters
continue to host kite local events and
kite making activities throughout their
areas.
Two premier events in the region
were the Hamonnaset and Newport Festivals. The theme for both was the “fun
fly” venue. A new, but well needed concept was adopted at the Newport Kite
Festival. During all the demonstrations
the announcers described what the kite
pilots were doing and why. This gave the
public a better understanding of what
was happing during the event and kept
the spectator interest and participation
level high. Newport drew a record numbers of spectators
and kite pilots.
The KONE
regional held in
June was hosted
on the North Shore
at Nahant Beach.
Highlights included
multi-line competitions, demos, a
display of singleline kites and the
ever popular bol
races.

We have a
new quad line
team, Rev Riders.
They are performing at kite
festivals through40 Kiting | Autumn ‘09

out the entire kiting community. For
information on their team, where they
are flying and other details, contact
Scott Weider at info@scottweider.com.
The country’s recession has
focused new attention on family and
local activities that are low cost. A day
trip or “daycation” will afford families fun activities on a limited budget.
Although several large events have
closed due to limited financial support,
it appears we are attracting more
families and potential kiting enthusiasts to the many new, smaller events
that are starting to pop up all over
the region, while some of the returning venues continue going strong. As
with other long-standing organizations
throughout the country, this isn’t the
first recession the AKA has withstood.
We survived the stock market crash
and subsequent fall-out in the late
1980s. We’ve also recovered from the
“dot com” boom-turned-bust over a
decade later. As difficult as these economic cycles can be, most groups will
emerge from tough times as stronger
entities. Adversity helps build resiliency. We learn about what is truly
important for AKA, finding creative
ways to solve problems and are able
to do more with fewer resources. The
lessons we learn during the lean times
will create a stronger organization for
when the economy improves. During
this recession crisis we can view this as
a time of challenge, we must look for
the opportunities. We need to view the

current turmoil as an opportunity for our
organization to show its true value.
The Region One calendar of events
continues to grow with a very busy
schedule. Log onto the AKA Events Calendar at www.aka.kite.org for what’s happening in the region and check in with
your local kite club for details. Clubs are
listed on the Regional Resources page.
If you are traveling, Kiting magazine lists
merchant members on pages 18 and 19.
In closing, the AKA Convention and
Grand Nationals in Rochester has open
registration. Visit the AKA website; in
the upper right hand corner is the “OnLine Open Registration” invitation.
Thanks to Gary Sharp, Deb Borg,
Leslie Shipps, John Ruggiero, Scott Weider, and Bill Coons for their support and
information.
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Todd Little

Regional reports

official dog catcher after corralling a Paul Keeler’s rhomboid box
stray pooch who got himself tangled flies in front of the sport kite
in some fighter line during a heated
competition at NJSKC.
battle.
As part of Cape May, New Jersey’s quadricentennial celebration,
kites filled the beach on June 27-28.
Phil Broder, Cabanas Beach Bar and
the town of Cape May did a great
job of putting on this Kites Over the
Cape. Members of many Region Two
and Three clubs were in attendance.
Cel Dallmer, Barbara Birnman and
Tracy Kasper worked hard helping
make 167 kites for the children.
As of this writing, SJKF is in
the
midst
of a raffle for two rooms
Region 2 ~ Northeast
at the Montego Bay Resort in North
NJ-PA-(lower) NY
Wildwood for the weekend of SJKF’s
East Stroudsburg, PA. They’re working on
Todd Little
15th Anniversary Bash. The lucky winner
printing their own t-shirts and also ac832 Meadow Lane
receives a room for three nights with an
quired a new event shelter. The old LVKS
oceanfront room! The only stipulation
Camp Hill, PA 17011
mega banner is being affixed to the roof
is
that
the
winners
open
their
doors
for
so that they can show their colors on the
717/975-2852
the
SJKF
anniversary
bash
and
fabulous
field in a grand way.
region2@aka.kite.org
auction, which will include many special
End of term: 2010
items this year. SJKF members also plan
Quetzal Kite Festival in Fluvanna
Greetings and salutations! Here’s
to attend the New York International
County is a smaller event, but it has
what’s new in Region Two....
Kite Festival, Sunfest, and Day of Kiting
been growing over the years. The comI’m writing this having just returned
at Pennington Park. SJKF will also be
munity comes out to support this and
from the NJSKC. Another great weekparticipating in the City to Shore Ride
many repeat visitors are being recogend was had by all. In the kite making
bike ride ending in Ocean City, NJ, on
nized. Thanks to Lawrence Levine for
competition, Tony Reiser won first place
October 3rd. They will be providing a
organizing this one.
for People’s Choice, and Paul Keeler won
backdrop for this fundraiser for MS.
June 19-21 again saw the Old Dominthe Judges’ Choice award. There were
Rain and more rain somewhat curion Sport Kite Competition in Richmond,
plenty of great sport kite performances
tailed Pocono Kite Symphony from their
VA. This was the 17th running of this
and fighter kite competitions, too! And
activities this spring. The Monroe County
event and, along with Wildwood, has
I’ve been elected as Liberty State Park’s
Fly, a one day event, was small but nice
become the largest event in the country
and the next day some PKS
for competition with 39 competitors this
At Kites Over the Cape, Tanna Haynes
members made the trip to
year. There were 18 disciplines run unkeeps it up while Andy Selzer hams it up.
Ocean City to MIKE. Longwood
Gardens was overwhelming
and had never seen such an
attendance like there was for
the Kite Building for Kids on
the weekend of April 18-19.
PKS was going non-stop for
seven hours on Saturday and
on Sunday and ran out of
kites by 2:30. They also did a
kite build for the Recreation
Department in Branch Brook,
NJ, together with a fishing
tourney for kids. It was quite
interesting and fun to watch
kids with fish on their line
running to have them meaRegion 3 ~ Mid-Atlantic
sured for trophies, then comDC-DE-MD-VA-WV
ing back to make a kite for a
Will Smoot
different line. And their new
444 Augusta Farms Rd.
logo kite is finished except
Waynesboro VA 22980
for a little tweaking. It flew
540/471-4949
on its first try in the church
region3@aka.kite.org
field behind the “clubhouse”
at Andy Gelinas’s place in
End of term: 2010
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The dog days of summer have arrived so outdoor activities have decreased here in the southeast. Unfortunately that includes kite flying.
Richard Carter down Savannah way
writes to say that he and some friends
had the opportunity to go out to Tybee
Island and fly kites for background during

Region 4 ~ Southeast

AL-FL-GA-KY-MS-PR-NC-SC-TN
Steve Cseplo
4365 Canterbury Walk Drive
Duluth, GA 30097
678/417-9292
region4@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2010

wind. We’ve all been there, haven’t we?
Even given the iffy winds, the response
of the spectators, the volunteers and
staff of the Maritime Museum was all
very positive, so much so, that it may
happen again next year.
A weekend earlier, SAKE hosted kite
flying and kite making during the Family
Fun Day Out at Centennial Park in downtown Atlanta. This year marked the 10th
anniversary of SAKE’s involvement and
even though the site creates quite challenging winds, this year the wind gods
cooperated and were the best they’ve
ever been. That is until it rained. As the
sky opened up, members huddled under
the kitemaking tents but those offered
little shelter from the driving rain so
everything and everybody got soaked
bringing an end to the day.
Though I didn’t get a report on the
outcome, the Treasure Island Sport Kite
Klub (TISKK) participated in Library
Kite Day in Zephyrhills, FL, on April 18.
It featured a fun fly, kids’ fly and kids’
kitemaking, sleds for the young ones and
miniature kites for kids a little older.
Florida’s capital recently hosted “Art
on a String: Asian Kites” in Tallahassee,
at the Mary Brogan Museum of Art and
Science. The exhibit features hundreds
of kites from all over Asia including kites
from the Sri Lankan Flying Peacocks to
Pakistani fighters. The exhibition examines kites not only as art but as tools for
history making.
Finally I wanted to include this from

Region 5 ~ Great Lakes
MI-OH
Dave Bush
2315 Ashton Avenue
Kalamazoo, MI 49004
269/357-4032
region5@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2011

Laura Rissler of E. P. “Tom” Sawyer State
Park up in Louisville, KY. “I wanted to
send a big THANK YOU to all kite enthusiast that came out to show support
during the day. Rough tally shows we had
approximately 250 attend throughout
the afternoon. It was a beautiful day
and all the kites in the air made it truly
a spectacular show!” It is always nice to
hear words of appreciation from event
sponsors.
Keep coloring the sky and spreading
the gospel of the kite!

Kathe Deck, Mary Hoffman, Ann
Vondriska, and Dan Newman at
Michigan Kitefest.

wind too. I got the rare occasion to fly
Wow, what a busy spring and summy single line delta and sit in a chair for
mer I’ve had this year. It’s hard to
awhile. (Yes, I own something besides
believe how fast this summer has flown
dual line sport kites.) I left feeling as
by. I got to do some traveling this year
if I’d known Jack and Diana Quinn and
and visited quite a few different events
the gang forever. I really look forward to
in and around Region Five.
seeing everyone up there again.
First up was Kids Kite Day put on by
Next up were my two kite compethe Tri-State Wind Riders in Coldwater,
titions,
Michigan Kitefest and Warren
MI. We had a great day and plenty of
Dunes
Kitefest.
It’s always amazing how
little children flying kites to make it interesting. It was the
first perfect spring
day of the year and
that helped to make
it a very successful
event. All in all, an
A+ all around.
Next on my travel log was the Great
Lakes Kite Festival
in Grand Haven, MI.
The event hosted by
Steve Negen and his
crew at Makcinaw
Kite Company is always spectacular and
this year was no difDave Bush on the beach in Grand Haven
ferent. Fliers came
with — what else? — a dual line sport kite.
in from all over the
USA to attend and
fly. The Windjamcrazed my life gets for these two events
mers put on an outstanding performance
only two weeks apart. This year we
showing everyone true excellence when
decided to add a little spice and moved
it comes to team kite flying. Chicago
into a new home the weekend we had
Fire broke out their “retro” dual line
between the events. WHEW! That was
stuff and showed everyone how it’s done
fun. But we managed to pull off two
with a great show. Last but not least
great events anyway and even had a
John Barresi and iQuad did what they
place to sleep in the meantime. With
do best. They had people astounded by
a lot of help we made it through. A BIG
their quad line skill and intricate flying.
thank you to everyone in attendance at
Between the beautiful beach and great
both events, both fliers and spectators.
friends it was hard to leave.
Thanks to Ann Vondriska and Kathe Deck
I really enjoyed Breeze on the Bay
for always rising to the occasion and
kite festival held in East Tawas, MI. The
thank you to my club members for really
flying field may be kind of small but the
pulling together and making it happen.
folks up there really make up for that
with big heart. Jerry McGuire had his oc- The biggest thanks must go to this year’s
new Novice fliers! Congratulations! You
topus and clown fish big kites flying and
did fantastic. See you again soon.
the sky was filled with kites of all sizes

Dave Bush

der the watchful eye of Chief Judge Maggie Engvall and organizer Marc Conklin
July 3–5 was the last weekend for
events in the region. Doug Charleville
had helped the city of Norfolk with a
children’s event and was invited back to
fly at the re-opening of the waterfront
park next to Nauticus. He asked for and
got help from several other fliers who
put up sport kites Friday afternoon and
single line kites of all kinds Saturday.
Sunday was rainy but there were still
kites up. It was really fun to walk along
with a spool of kite line in my hand and
watch the people follow the string with
their eyes to see what was up there. It
was even more fun to hand the spool to
a youngster and ask them to help for a
while. One young man did not want to
give it back.
The same weekend saw the 8th annual Windfest in West Virginia at Canaan
Valley Ski area. The winds were good on
Saturday and the event was well attended said Jim Hodges. There were fliers
from Region Two and Three demonstrating single line kites, sport kites and large
kites.
There were several events near our
region that were attended by Region
Three members too. Jeff King filed this
report. “Wildwood on Memorial Day
weekend was awesome, as usual. WOW
members contributed greatly to the
show, putting up ground displays, show
kites, and honcho’ing the Rev Games. A
number of WOW members also competed
in the co-located ECSKC. WOW even
brought home the Best Ground Display
award, something we’ve been doing very
well with over the last year.” Jeff’s summer flying came to an end three weeks
later when he badly broke his leg.
Members also traveled south June
13-14 for the Rogallo Kite Festival on the
dunes at Jockey’s Ridge State Park, NC.
As always, the dunes make for a tough
flying venue, but a great time was had.
The show kites dominated the sky over

a shooting of a scene from the upcoming movie The Last Song. Time will tell if
the footage survives or winds up on the
cutting room floor but it is always exciting when kites take part in the filming
of a movie. Richard also relates that the
Tybee City Council is discussing hosting
a kite festival the weekend of November
13. This would be a most welcome addition to the kite calendar especially given
the demise of GISKC.
John Lutter wrote to talk about how
Kitestop.com has been out flying and
how they have a table at the Palm Beach
Maritime Museum’s Family Fun Day on
the second Saturday of the month. The
site is on Peanut Island, site of the Palm
Beach JFK Presidential Bunker. They’ve
also been trying to get a club together,
typically flying at Currie Park in Palm
Beach. For more information contact
John at John@kitestop.com. Hopefully
we’ll add another club in the region.
From the Carolina Kite Club comes
word of their involvement with the NC
Maritime Museum in Beaufort, NC, during the museum’s community picnic on
Memorial Day to commemorate National
Maritime Day. Nine members of the club,
lead by Don Dixon of Kites Unlimited in
Atlantic Beach, put on quite a display
coloring the sky with predominantly red,
white and blue kites. Winds were less
than ideal and kites were up and down
all day, keeping the attendees very busy
launching downed kites and untangling
lines when kites crossed in the changing

Carol Cooper

Mike Mosman in England with the
Mayor of Sunderland and his wife.

the dunes and drew
in nice crowds of
spectators.”
The traveling
didn’t stop there
as several WOW
members and a few
from RAF participated in the Wright
Kite Festival. Terry
Murray of Kitebus
Festivals provided
the sound again.
Mike Mosman reported he had “just
came back from
the 2009 Sunderland Friendship Festival
in Washington, UK. I was invited to the
July 4th ceremony at Washington Old Hall
where the English celebrate the American Revolution (if you can believe that)
with the help of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.”
What is ahead for Region Three? By
the time you see this it will be September. Hopefully you have heard through
other channels about the Beech Mountain, NC event over Labor Day weekend, the Coyner Spring, Waynesboro,
VA festival on September 19th and 20th,
and the RWRSKC (Richmond Washington
Regional Sport Kite Competition) near
Ashland on the same weekend. Laura
Stonestreet says “This regional competition is directed to first time fliers with
Novice dual and multiline disciplines, but
all fliers will be welcome to compete.”
The convention is in October and by
now you have either made your reservations and sent in your registration, or
you probably are not going. I am looking
forward to seeing a different part of
the USA as I drive out and back. I am
also looking forward to workshops and
competitions, eating and socializing with
other kitefliers and their friends, and
if I am lucky I might come home with a
treasure from the auctions or bag raffle.
Shortly after convention will be another
event on the Outer Banks.
Check the AKA event calendar, and
your club calendars for upcoming festivals, competitions, and club fly days.
Show someone what you enjoy, and of
course, challenge the wind.

and shapes with line laundry flying in the
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IA-IL-IN-MN-WI
Barbara Meyer
10361 108th Place
Osseo, MN 55369
763/424-2571
region6@aka.kite.org
End of term: 20011

All over Region Six clubs, event organizers and individuals have been busy
enjoying the summer and flying kites.
In June my daughter and I traveled
to Shawano, WI, to spend the day flying
with the Wisconsin Kiters. Ed Grys and
crew did a great job preparing the fields,
right next to the freeway, and the town
turned out en masse to build kites and
fly. Add this one to your schedule next
year.
The Kite Society of Wisconsin has
also been busy with events in Milwaukee,
Oshkosh, and elsewhere.
Over the Independence Day weekend, every regional club held an event
and brightened the skies during the day
in preparation for the night’s fireworks.
Another festival not to be missed is
Kites over Lake Michigan held Labor Day
weekend in Two Rivers, WI. What more
could you ask for than a beautiful beach,
welcoming crowds, and a great organization supporting the kiters?
Following close afterwards in
September is the Frank Mots festival
in Milwaukee on September 12-13. The
same weekend, the DeKalb Festival takes

The Chicago Fire broke out the
old school kites at Grand Haven.
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Al Matheny
From Indiana, Angie Chau sends in
this report: “With all the rain that the
Midwest had been having it was looking
like we’d have to cancel the Ansel Toney
Festival for the first time in its history.
Luckily, the day turned out to be as close
to perfect as we could have imagined.
The breezes were gentle enough for club
members to put up a nice variety of kites
for the public and the kids were able to
fly the sled kites they made. The AMA
grounds were even halfway decent with
just a few soggy places. The Hoosier
Kite Society had its members’ meeting

Illinois’ Team 180Go, now appearing at a festival near you.

rial: construction Tyvek, bamboo garden
poles, carpet tape and plastic table cloth
(almost 20 different colors available).
The table cloth irons on easily to the
Tyvek if you use some Christmas paper
between the plastic and iron (paper
color must face plastic color and iron set
at half heat. Edges will roll up; strip of
plastic must be applied along the back
side to smooth out edges). In the next
few weeks, I hope to try to break the record for the largest dual-line kite.
I completed all the test flights on
my 40’ (1020 ft2) Jellyfish. The
best I can determine the record
to date was set in 1990 in Ocean
City, MD, by Ted Dougherty. His
soft kite measured 760 ft2. I’ll let
you know how things turn out.”
Hmm, sounds like the Kite Records
committee needs to be ready to
review this attempt.

later in the afternoon where they voted
for Clark Shute as the president. It was
also decided that dues would need to be
raised next year to meet expenses. A
good meal was enjoyed by all with lots
of socializing and a silent auction that
added funds to the club treasury.”
After resisting for a long time, I
finally have a Facebook account. Find
me at facebook.com/barbara.f.meyer.
Big thanks go out to everyone who sent
me photos and messages to include in
this report. While you’re online, sign up
to be a fan of AKA. As always, be sure
to check the local clubs’ website for upto-the-minute information, and the AKA
calendar for even more events.
In late August you will have received
your ballot to vote for the next AKA
president. Whoever you choose to support, be sure to mail that ballot in and
be counted.

Region 7 ~ Great Plains

CO-KS-MO-ND-NE-SD-UT-WY
Donald Murphy
9104 Charles Street
Omaha, NE 68114
402/391-8503
region7@aka.kite.org
End of term: 2011
Hello Region Seven. As usual the
season has got off to a wet and windy
start. We made the trip to Grinnell, IA,
on Mother’s Day for their annual event.
It started off wet and very windy, 25
mph+. The hot air balloons didn’t even
get out of the trailer and I thought it was
going to be a complete blowout. To our
surprise it turned out to be a great day,
dry and sunny. Kiters from all over the
Midwest had a great day of kiting. The
Larkeys set up and ran an indoor event
Saturday evening. Several people helped
with the kitemaking for kids all day.
I have received several notes about
events we’ve attended around the
region. The first from a young boy at
his first event: “My name is Dominic. I
am nine years old and I live in Kansas
City, MO. My first kite event was this
year when I attended the 2009 Flights
of Fancy Kite Festival in Lee’s Summit,
MO. My mom bought my brother and me
a kite, and we were very happy to be
able to fly kites with everyone else. I
have a special alligator kite, and I had
help from a lady from the KC Kite Club
who taught me how to tie my knot and it
made me very happy. The wind was perfect and there were so many different
kinds of shapes and sizes of kites that
it was a fun-filled family day that I will
never forget. The President is Sean and
he is going to marry my mom’s friend
Stephany, and these two people are
wonderful with kids and will help each
and every one of you with your kite. I
hope that you will get involved and come
meet me at future events so we can fly

our kites together and be friends. My
second big event that I attended was the
KC Riverfest over the 4th of July weekend. We had lots of great entertainment,
food, neatest kite flying, and the best
tasty shaved ice. I enjoyed the animals
from the Animal Haven, and one of the
best firework shows that I have ever
seen. I had an awesome Fourth of July
with my family and friends.”
A quick note from Deb Lenzen, she
has worked hard to keep her event going for the last 17 years. “North Dakota
was ready for a couple of parties after a
winter that had 100+ inches of snow, a
once-in-a-blue-moon, -44°temperature
reading, and flooding that was neverending in many parts of the state.”
Deb’s Skydance Sakakawea event
was held over Memorial Day Weekend
and enjoyed great wind and warm sunshine. This kite festival is 17 years old
and enjoys a good group of fliers that
decorate the shoreline near where Lewis
and Clark traveled more than 200 years
ago. Mike Shaw, Don and Betty Murphy,
Carveth and Luella Kramer, Mike Gee
and Rollie Metz were among the invited
guests who entertained a couple thousand guests over the three day event.
The highlight of the festival was the
pre-fly which happened Friday night as a
perfect wind help launch dozens of kites
into a sky that didn’t darken until sometime after 10:00 pm. It was magical.
Jamestown, ND, was one of the
cities devastated by Spring flooding and
its residents were in need of having
their spirits and souls lifted. Mike Gee,
Chris Dodson, and the Jamestown Parks
and Recreation Department held a kite
festival with just that kind of celebration in mind. It was the 15th anniversary
of the event. The guest list would be the
envy of any event organizer. Larry and
Kay Day, Don and Betty Murphy, Karveth
and Luella Cramer, David Gomberg, Al
Sparling, Mike Shaw and Deb Lenzen, and
several other great fliers from Canada,
Minnesota and Wisconsin helped make
the kite festival a huge success.
Here is a report on Twisted Lines in
Topeka from Bob Homan: “The weather,
10 to 15 mph, temperature 72°, the
kiters from all over the Midwest and a
spackling from Montana and Alabama.
These were all the ingredients needed to
have a great festival. Even though this
was our 17th Annual it was the second
year at this location and last year was
called due to high winds. This year was
the introduction of Twisted Lines to the
area. We couldn’t have done it without
at least mentioning a few who made it

possible.
Blake Pelton
Richard
and Marti
Dermer
set up
displays
from the
Smithsonian, Al
and Sara
Denning
had to restock their
kite store
(to their
delight),
and the
Topeka
Kite Flyers
ran their
tails off.
We have
a three
day event
starting with night fly on Friday, which
drew a big crowd and a lot of jaw dropping. On Saturday and Sunday we had
several candy drops and good ol’ Blake
Pelton wasn’t satisfied with his feet
firmly planted on the ground. He was
one with the breeze. He brought out his
paraglider and wowed the crowd. Steve
from KCKC must have forearms of steel,
he flew with tube tails both Saturday
and Sunday all day, the crowd enjoyed
it. Donna Houchins taught us all how you
fly sport kites that you built yourself.
Doug from KCKC has a way with the kids,
young and old. He and Sara managed the
youngsters for the candy drops and then
helped with our auction. The Tulsa crew,
well what can I say, they are Midwestern
kite fliers. Cat was everywhere helping out and Larry and Jason kept the
party going. Thanks to Dave Ellis, fresh
back from Paris, for donating to the
auction. And the core of our club, John
Marr (President), Charles Keller, Elmer
and Donna Burnett and my wife, Janet.
With all who attended Twisted Lines
there were two who were truly missed,
Bob Crumpler and Larry Cheek. They
were a big part of Topeka Kite Fliers.
The Twisted Lines Kite Festival is a fund
raiser for the American Diabetes Association, Thanks to all who donated there
time and expertise at our festival.”
We are looking forward to Callaway
Kite Flight on Labor Day weekend. Hope
to see you there. Then the following
weekend in Jackson, MN. Remember
Convention in Rochester this year so
keep the dates open.
Enjoy the sky.
Autumn ‘09 | Kiting

John Marr

Region 6 ~ Midwest

place, and the Prairie
Winds fly in Jackson,
MN. They close the
airport for this one!
Is there any way to
do all three events?
Al Sparling
reports that the giant barrel has been
repaired and had its
first flight in Pontiac.
This barrel consists of
almost 100 pounds of
fabric plus a couple
of very large swivels. Lastly, he would
like to thank everyone who has helped
out this year with the big kites as he has
learned to deal with health challenges.
From Al Matheny: “Thought I would
bring you up-to-date on a few things
happening in Peoria, IL. Most surprising
was the Peoria Journal Star’s April 19
front page picture of me ‘Waiting on the
Wind’ taken the previous day during Kite
Day at Summer Park in Peoria. I test flew
two large flat kites that I designed: the
TEECA (S.L.) and the TRIVAK (D.L.). They
were built out of my favorite kite mate-
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crazy! I’ve heard bizarre stories from a
lot of you out there! New beginnings,
terminations, transitions, confusion!
Keep on pluggin’, my airborne brethren,
and reach out; we have more than just
a love of kites in common! But, for now,
let’s talk about kiting!
There are three words to describe
Region Eight over the summer: hot, dry,
and STILL!!! No wind — not even a serious breeze! We continue to get together
for our kite club meetings, but we do
more talking about kites than actual flying of them! We all reminisce a lot; “Remember that time in Albuquerque when
we had to untangle your foil from that
pack of tumbleweeds?”, ”Oh yeah, and
that dirt devil that flat tore UP Troy’s
kites?” It’s kind of like a Jeff Foxworthy
routine down here in the Summer! So,
it’s been quiet, but we’re gearing back
up for kiting events!
I know that lots of folks who had
planned to attend the 2009 AKA convention have had to change their plans and
are horribly disappointed by that fact.
Although you’ll be missed, everyone understands that times are tough this year.
If you can juggle your schedule and come
to Rochester for this AKA convention, it
promises to be a beautiful venue and a
tremendous convention! Don’t miss it!
The kite festival in Granbury, near
Dallas/Fort Worth, has become a mainstay within the Region. Plan to make a
trip to the DFW area in mid-October for
this festival sponsored by Family Fun
Kites! It happens right after the convention, so don’t unpack the van.
Stay tuned for myriad events
throughout Autumn. Remember to always
double-check the AKA calendar, your
regional e-mails and updates, and Troy

College boy Chris Belmarez.
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Gayle Woodul
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End of term: 2011

Gunn’s regional calendar for the absolute latest news and schedule of events.
Speaking of incredible venues, clear
your travel schedule for the first weekend in February so that you can attend
the South Padre Island Fun Fly. This has
become one of the greatest, and largest,
events in the Region — maybe even in
the country! This festival has is all!
Although the attention generally
goes to the large festivals, please don’t
overlook the smaller, local festivals.
These are the ones which potentially
touch the new kiters; the ones during
which you’re afforded the opportunity to
“set down your handles” and share your
knowledge, technique, experience, and
joy. Remember the moment when
that first happened to you? Yeah, me
too! It was truly special and — obviously — changed my life! Don’t miss
the moment to pass it along!
Some of you might remember
a skinny young guy who qualified in
Novice Dual Line in the Region and
attended the Ocean City convention a few years ago. Well, Chris
Belmarez is in college now! How did
THAT happen???
As always, my deep appreciation
to everyone who puts in the months
and months of background work to
make kite festivals seemingly appear
“overnight”! We all thank you!
Keep looking UP!

Region 9 ~ Intermountain
ID-MT-OR
Amy “Mousie” Doran
1680 NE Cackler Lane
Bend, OR 97701
541/480-1579
region9@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2009

brand new 4000 ft2
kite store to the
scene! Yes, I did
indeed say 4000
ft2! The Northwest
Winds kite shop
is located in the
outlet mall on Highway 101. Be sure
to stop in and do
some much needed
browsing and shopping!
I am spending
the next few days
iQuad added tails
getting ready for
at Lincoln City.
the Southern OrSpeaking of Lincoln City, I would like
egon Kite Festival in Brookings. Looking
to welcome David and Susan Gomberg’s
forward to it as it is where I originally
Do you remember when you were a
kid and it took forever for your birthday
to happen again? Now at my age things
just fly by. Was it not just last month
that I wrote an article and the PCKA
meeting was the next day? There have
been a few meetings since then and the
Westport Windriders Kite Festival 2009 is
history.
The Windriders invited Cliff Quinn
to be our featured flyer this year. He
arrived a few days before and Ron
and I enjoyed his company. Off to the
beach we went, not only with Cliff but
our grandson Vance joined us. Friday
morning the fields went up along with

Region 10 ~ Northwest
AK - WA
Marla Miller
5440 N. 49th Street
Tacoma, WA 98407
253/752-7051
region10@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2009

met many of you and it really got me inspired to try so many things. Five years
ago, I would never have believed anyone
if they had said I would be doing what
I have so far. I am honored and lucky
to be involved in such a great group of
people. My son Connor feels the same
about everyone, and it has opened up a
whole new world for him. On that note,
I would like to say that I will be running
once again for the position of Region
Nine Director for the AKA. Whether or
not I am voted in, I would like to thank
all of you for being so supportive, and so
helpful with everything I have attempted
to learn in the past few years. I cannot
express to you how important and life
changing it has been to be a part of this
association. A heartfelt thank you to all.

Cliff Quinn

not just me — the entire world has gone

How in the world did it get to be
the middle of the summer already? Yes,
I know by the time you read this it will
be just about done, but I find myself
wondering why it all goes so fast when I
am having so much fun?
June at Ocean Shores Kite Festival
was a huge success. Kudos to Jim Barber
and the crew at Cutting Edge Kite Shop
for putting on one heck of a good sky
show. The sport kite field had two beginning fliers competing in the beginner
class, and I managed to spend a couple
of hours giving lessons to new Revolution
fliers. This is the biggest crowd I have
seen yet at this event and I look forward
to next year being even bigger.
Lincoln City Summer Kite Festival
rocked the Oregon Coast as well! Maggie Conrad of the Lincoln City Visitors
Bureau has done a fantastic job of
promoting and growing the series of kite
festivals that Lincoln City holds throughout the year. Be sure to join us in October for the Lincoln City Fall Festival. Of
course many of you will be at the AKA
Convention that same weekend this year!
I wish I could do both, and next year it
looks like that may actually be possible,
as Maggie and I have talked about the
Lincoln City Festival being a prelude to
the Nationals that will be held here at
Seaside, OR, just a short one hour drive
up from Lincoln City! Watch for updates
about that soon to come!

Ben Dantonio

What a STRANGE year! No, it’s

the tents and the new “featured flyers”
Windriders of the Year:
banners made by Bary Crites. There is so
Joan and Al Councilman
much to do and making sure that things
are as they should be. Being the president of the Westport Windriders Kite Club
means there is a lot of work, BUT, the
Windrider club members know how to do
it and do it right. I have always said that
the Windriders festival is for kite flyers
and that’s what we are about. You could
not ask for a more perfect beach, but
we could have had some better weather.
Friday the wind and sand was blowing
sideways, you know the kind of sand that
ends up everywhere (ears, nose and stuck
in your teeth). A few flyers managed to fly
kites the first day. The weather just gave Tako Kichi Award:
us more time to visit with friends that we Al and Cheryl Axton
had not seen in a long time. For instance,
our surprise visit from Scott, Marilynn and
Chris Hampton. Cliff was more than happy
to share the featured flyer field with
Scott.
On Saturday the day started out sunny
with a light wind, then the fog bank came
in off the water and the winds picked up a
little. Hence, the pictures of kites look a
Paint the Sky Award:
little foggy. Lots of flyers and kite watchGlenn and Marianne Austin
ers came and stayed for the day. The banquet in
the evening was great due to the fantastic meal
put on by our member and in-house caterer Whitney Kamel. Once again the meal was outstanding
and enough food for all. Next the awards were
presented for Windrider of the year went to Joan
and Al Councilman, Paint the Sky went to Marianne
and Glenn Austin, and the Tako Kichi award went to
Cheryl and Al Axton. All are well deserving of their
awards. Then the sport kite performers were given
their awards. During the day on Saturday and
Sunday they put on a good show through the fog
and the rain, something about earning those points
the hard way. The raffle and auction had numerous
wonderful items including a 7’ diameter circle box
kite made by Cliff Quinn and won by John Thomas.
Autumn ‘09 | Kiting
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577 Magnolia Avenue
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John Gillespie’s daughter Casey
found this sign on a trip to Serbia.
Note the dual-line kite being flown
on a single line.
Arnold “Golden Throat” Stellema kept
up a running commentary throughout
the day. Anwar Khan of Old City Kites
in Sacramento and Tom McAlister of
Highline Kites in Berkeley were both in
attendance. In the past, Brian Champie
has put on a huge thank-you barbeque
for years at his nearby home. Last year,
he relocated to Richmond, about 15
miles away. Rather than let the tradition
die, Brian simply moved the venue to the
parking lot next to the flying field and
made it a community pot luck. We miss
the clocks, but at least all the familiar
faces were there, huddled against the
brisk evening wind.
This was the first year that the
Carneros Heritage Festival invited kite
fliers to participate. David Love of
Candy and Kites in Bodega Bay organized
the kite fliers. The winds were steady
throughout the late May day at this
inland location south of the wine country
town of Sonoma. We were asked to take
the kites down during the falconry demonstration. This allowed the fliers to enjoy the lamb barbeque, wine tasting and
border collie sheep-herding demonstrations. The kites were easily visible from
the southern Sonoma Valley highways.
This is the third summer I have
taught a “Things That Fly” class for our
local summer school. There were two
10 day sessions, each with two one hour
classes. The kids ranged from first to
third grade in one class, and fourth to
sixth grade in the other. Each class had
15 students. We introduced them to
frisbees, paper airplanes, balsa gliders, slingwings, helicopters, balloons,
bubbles, boomerangs, xylos (flying
tubes), parachutes, bols and kites. This
class continues to be one of the most

Region 12 ~ Southwest
Southern CA-AZ-HI
Ben Dantonio
10793 Jamacha Blvd #5
Spring Valley CA 91978
619/750-8770
region12@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2009

As I write this from the road I want
to talk about three events that stand out
since my last report. This year myself
and team iQuad went to the Kite Loft
and just had a ton of fun. Jay Knerr is
one heck of a host and this year’s weather was just perfect in every way.We did a
ton of lessons and got many new people
interested in Revolution flying. Plus the
Rev games went really well and people
just had fun.
Second is Wildwood, which is a place
that is always fun and exciting and this
year was all that plus a bit more. Even
though team iQuad was on a mission
elsewhere the Revolution Family was out
in force, which included Rev Games and
more. If you have never made Wildwood
you should put this on the calendar
because that beach is a kitefliers dream.
Plus the banquet is always a hoot with

plenty of cool kites for auction
and just a lot of laughs. Each
year I have more fun than the
following year in Wildwood and
I guess that’s what keeps me
coming back.
Then the third one is
Lincoln City where iQuad and
myself just had way too much
fun, and with David Gomberg
on the mic things were just
On the road again: Ben Dantonio brings Calibusy and fast. Lincoln City is a
fornia style to the beach at Grand Haven.
place where even I fly indoors
because they put together a
for 3-5 April in St Ann’s Bay. Organisers
really good indoor event each year. It
seek interested kite flyers! Check the
always seems I get excited by the indoor
AKA Calendar for details, or e-mail
fliers. Also this year even I found myself
darienhenry@gmail.com
doing demos.
ARGENTINA – Claris Skoczdopole
I am writing this from the road and
and Gustavo Sonzogni met Japanese and
this road is in Newport. This is day one
Chinese kite artisans to study miniature
of their two day event and so far it has
kite-making. Claris’s kites are displayed
been super with loads of good wind,
at the World Kite Museum from June to
very nice weather and tomorrow calls
January 2010. See more at www.batoco.
for more of the same. Day two was
org. Gustavo Di Si now understands
even better with huge crowds and lots
about flying multiple kites shirtless, and
of kites. I also must say in my humble
will practise even harder.
opinion that Scotty Weider did more than
CANADA – Mark Standring thanks his
a bang-up job in putting this all together.
wife for not letting him forget to renew
He somehow got thousands of people on
his AKA membership, even though he did.
the grounds, got the food all set up, got
Shann Gowan (award-winning organiser
the vendors in order, and then between
of Saskpower Windscape Kite Festival)
all that still managed to perform with
boosted Swift Current’s population with
his team, the Rev Riders. Speaking of
“international” kite fliers (Americans!)
performing I’d also like to mention Joe
in a successful blend of community and
Perron, Team High Fliers, and a huge
kite flying. The biggest fans were the
amount of fliers who stepped up and just
children, of course! Ray Bethell never
got it done. To all the performers and all
stops, this time to San Vito Lo Capo,
the staff who just helped out my hat is
Sicily’s 1st International Kite Festival.
off to you.
So in closing I will copy a friends
motto, “less talk, more fly,” so till next
time I bid you farewell and hope that all
your days are well and may your winds
be smooth.
Newsflash! Facebook kite flyers now
“catch-up” each day, sharing real-time
experiences. But for those not yet in the
21st Century, there’s always the Region
Thirteen report!
BERMUDA – Dennis Trott won the
award for the biggest kite at a recent
event. At just 6’ tall, “my kite was the
biggest,” he said. Obviously no Peter
Lynn there, then?
SINGAPORE – Chin Wi Chee wished
me a speedy recovery from some
unexpected surgery in July, as did Jurgis
in LITHUANIA, Olivier in SWITZERLAND
and Wesson Wu in TAIWAN. Just glad
I’d not been on a kite field somewhere
exotic.
JAMAICA – Fast approaching, 2010.
The International Kite Festival is booked

Carol Cooper

I think that everyone bought raffle tickets to try for a chance to win Cliff’s kite.
With the evening drawing to a close the
pin challenge began, run by Vic Eshpeter.
The tables and chairs were put away
and the evening ended, only not to have
enough sleep for the next day. Rain on
Sunday, not bad but enough to see fewer
people on the beach. The diehards hung
out for the last mass ascension and that
last pin, along with the competitors for
sport kites. Eventually and early, the
lines came down, the tents dismantled
and the club trailer pulled off the
beach... over again until next year. I
cannot thank the club members enough
for all of their support and hard work
and all the people who came to play.
Thank you!
The Windriders meet on the fourth
Saturday of every month except August
(WSIKF is then) and December. I would
like to invite you all to join us at any one
of the meetings, don’t wait just for the
festival. Come fly with us.
What’s next? Washington State
International Kite Festival at Long Beach,
darn, another event to have way too
much fun. There will be the passing of
the baton of sorts. Al Councilman will
be giving up leading the Parade of Colors
and my grandson Vance Flippin will be
taking over. These are two very special
men in my life and a big thank you to
both of them for all they do. Here’s
hoping that Vance will do as good a job
as Al has done.
The next festival is Up Your Wind at
Pacific Beach followed by Whidbey Island
Kite Festival. Check for all the events
on the AKA calendar. If you need some
information do not hesitate to ask and
or, if you wish to have something added
or bulk e-mailed out to your region just
let me know.
Finally, Convention is coming and I
hope that you can attend. I always like
going to the different areas and meeting other AKA members and learn about
where they fly and what is in their area.
Ron and I are meeting up with Mel Hick-

popular in the school. It’s good to plant
the seeds for the next generation of kite
fliers. I am happy to provide the course
syllabus to anyone that would like to put
on a similar class in their neighborhood.
If you know of an upcoming kite
event that is not (yet) on the AKA calendar, feel free to contact me so we can
get the word out.
I’ll be at the AKA convention this
October. Hope to see you all there.

Casey Gillespie

Cliff Quinn

A Scott Hampton bird
flies in Westport.

man to see the Spam Museum and who
knows what else we will find? Maybe Mel
and I will find some new puzzles? You
could consider both of us puzzle fanatics. Hope all of you can come. Look for
me in the raffle room and guess what?
I will be more than happy to sell you a
raffle ticket!
Until next time, go fly a kite!
		
The Bay Area Sport Kite League held
competitions at Baylands Regional Park
in Sunnyvale, Crissy Field in San Francisco, and Joe DiMaggio Field in Martinez,
CA. The number of competitors is lower
than in years past. This has not diminished the spirit of those that continue
to enjoy the camaraderie of their fellow
kite fliers. Fighter kite competitions
have been conducted along with dualline and multi-line competitions. The
Martinez event had the extra bonus of a
barbeque cook-off being held in the adjacent area. It was almost like having a
catered lunch. You can review the BASKL
standings at the website www.baskl.org.
Brian Champie again coordinated
the kite flying part of the San Ramon Art
and Wind Festival in May. In addition to
the local fliers, Amy Doran and Penny
Lingenfelter came down from the north,
Mark and Jeanette Lummas, Ron Despojado and Alex Hertzog came up from the
south to put on ballet demonstrations for
the Memorial Day crowd. Jim Strealy of
Merced put on the popular Candy Drop.

Region 13 ~ International
Linda Sanders
P. O. Box 758
Willunga SA 5172 AUSTRALIA
(+61) 885-562696
region13@aka.kite.org
End of Term: 2009
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Olivier Reymond and
Dieppe organizers
picnic in the Alps.
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John Freeman

I

by Ayman Mohyeldin for Al Jazeera

t was an unlikely place to shatter a world record, but on
July 30 the beaches of the Gaza Strip were the venue for
thousands of Palestinian children who flew the largest number of kites simultaneously from the same place. The record
that once stood at just under 1,000 has been broken, thanks
to the efforts of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency
(UNRWA) and about 6,000 kite-flying children.
The event is part of the
Summer Games program run by
UNRWA — an activities and curricular program set up for students during their break from the
academic school year. More than
half of Gaza’s 1.5 million people
are under the age of 18, so there
is no shortage of potential recordbreakers. Nearly 240,000 children
participate in the Summer Games,
proving that the UNRWA program
has been a popular activity during
the summer break.Thousands of
teachers give up their summer
holidays to partake in the pro-

Bas Vreeswijk

He’s now a TV, radio and newspaper
star there. Another traveller is Vaino
Raun, who travelled in Estonia early July
(with kites). In Ontario, the Niagara
Windriders looked well-wrapped in May
(isn’t that summer in Canada?) — see
http://nwka.blogspot.com/index.html.
On the west coast, John and Marzlie
Freeman made Canada Day look more
festive in Parksville, BC, with their kites,
and banners by Bob Serack.
George Paisiovich (who is NOT
Jacques Le Tourneau’s twin…) says the
Kite Museum now features kites of Latin
America. Alain Cadieux of Montreal
pointed out that Canada is a very-widecountry and some Canadian events might
just as well be on the moon.
MALTA – is a tiny spot on the world
map, Kiting takes a month to arrive,
but Ronnie Farrugia’s KAP enthusiasm
continues. He plans to attend a kite
festival, “maybe Cervia” he said.
KUWAIT – A big welcome to the
Buhamad family, a kite team all by
themselves. We hope to hear and see
more of kiting Kuwaiti-style!
FRANCE – One Sunday in July, a
group of French and Swiss kite lovers
met on a mountain in Alsace to share
a common goal (and fly the AKA flag!).
Bliss.
SWITZERLAND – In June, Olivier
Reymond held a mini-kite festival in
Chamblon, including Sandrine Frébourg
and other guests from the Dieppe
Festival organising group. A group of 20
kiters flew kites atop a hill in a military
field, then shared fresh baguettes,

Gaza Children Shatter
World Record		

Ivan Meacci

Ronnie Farrugia

A KAP look at Malta.

cheeses and
Normandy
Cider in
traditional
Frenchstyle picnic
fashion.
Ahhh, kiting
heaven.
ENGLAND
– Fanø
visitors,
David and
Janet
Bob Serack’s banners are so provincial.
Robinson
(who say
Fanø is “beyond WOW!!!!!”), shared
go crazy and run madly across the
the huge beach with hundreds of flyers,
fighting arena, but rather stay calm,
and a house with Holm Struck and Ralf
select a target, and stealthily reel in
Maserski. “There must have been 10,000
the prey. Bob Cruikshanks and Karl
kites in the air” was David’s evaluation.
Longbottom ventured to Coloriamo I
He was
Cieli, Italy, meeting up with kite flyers
amazed at
from TURKEY, SINGAPORE and EUROPE
the enormity
for the festival’s 18th year (kites and
which “smacks
balloons) where 50,000 attended on just
you in the
one of the four days.
face.” (So,
NETHERLANDS – Bas Vreeswijk
avoid Fanø if
also attended San Vito Lo Capo in
you don’t want
May, describing it as nice people, nice
a smack in the
weather, nice location and with much
face.) Roy
international interest. Another event for
Martin’s son
the Bucket List, perhaps?
conveniently
AKA Café Press Project Needs YOU!
lives in
AKA offers all members the chance to
Pemberton,
share favourite images from your own
Canada,
camera, then perhaps see kiters all over
meaning an
the world wearing YOUR image on their
easy trip to
t-shirt, cap or even on a greeting card.
combine family
AKA truly appreciates your support.
and kites by
Email your photos to CafePressProject@
attending the
aka.kite.org.
34th Pacific
Wisely or not, I’ve re-nominated for
Bob Cruickshanks
Rim Kite
a further term as your Regional DirecFestival in Vancouver. Back home now
tor. Ask the audience or phone a friend,
in Farnborough, Roy’s Facebook has
either way… just vote! Whatever the
some fantastic photos. Tony Cartwright
result, it’s been a rewarding three years,
of Berkshire offers this tip to all rok
and for the next three? Hoo roo for now,
battlers: “to win at rok fighting, don’t
and less talk... more fly.
see red.”
A KAP view of Sicily’s San Vito Lo Capo festival.
Meaning, don’t

ised by the International
Committee of the Red Cross
supervised each school’s
area. Every child’s name
was registered. The kites
had to remain in the air for
30 seconds all simultaneously. And when it came
time for the record, the
media, fans, and above
all the children were not
disappointed.
UNRWA officials say they are confident the record has been
broken with some estimates
putting the number of kites
flown to around 4,000.
International media witnessed the record-breaking event.
The world record event, however, was not just about records,
say organisers. They say it sends an important message to the
world.
“There is a glorious symbolism about thousands of children in the world’s most locked-down community heading to
the beach with beautiful kites they have created themselves
and showing the world that they are able to have fun like
kids anywhere and indeed, be number one in the world,”
Chris Gunness, the UNRWA spokesperson, said. “Thousands
of kites, soaring skyward with kids gazing upward allowing
their thoughts to rise up from the grind they confront on the
ground; it is a symbol of the quest for happiness, freedom and
human fulfilment,” he added.
The event’s organisers say they have succeeded in inspiring the children of Gaza to gaze into the skies above, whether
the Guinness record is shattered or not. k

gram each year that is aimed at fostering a positive summer
experience for Gaza’s children. But unlike elsewhere in the
world, the children and the people of Gaza are now entering
their third year under an Israeli-imposed blockade, and are
still reeling from the devastating war just seven months ago.
While the summer program helps students who have
fallen behind during the school year to catch up academically, the kite-flying event was a genuine world record attempt. The Guinness Book of World Records was invited to
verify the attempt, but due to a security advisory by the UK
government warning against any travel to the Gaza Strip,
they instead sent event organisers very clear guidelines in
order for the record to be considered.
More than 119 schools were allotted open areas along
the beach for their students. Independent observers organAutumn ‘09 | Kiting
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photos courtesy of Scott Dunn/NYC Swim

KAPping Lady Liberty

by Scott Dunn

Camera lifting kites have provided me with a way to photograph
ocean swimmers from a unique vantage point. I’ve been using the
technique to photograph swimmers for over two years, and was
recently invited by NYC Swim to shoot their first Liberty Island Swim
event. NYC Swim has organized open water swimming events in the
waters around Manhattan since 1993. Through its work, NYC Swim
has revived a local aquatic tradition that had been abandoned for
nearly a century and has attracted over 10,000 participants in more
than 110 swimming races. The swim around the Statue of Liberty
would be a crowning achievement. It took over four years for NYC
Swim to get all of the clearances and permissions required to host a
group swim in the highly regulated waters that surround the statue.
As a part of that process they persuaded the U.S. National Park Service to agree to let me do kite aerial photography on their island.
On the day of the event we started early. We would need time
to sign in,
clear security,
and make the
voyage on a
ferry dedicated to event staff and swimmers. While waiting to board the
ferry we noticed the still air and feared zero wind conditions might persist.
Fortunately we were greeted at the island by a light gentle breeze just
strong enough to fly a g-kites dopero. The kite rose quickly and I estimate
that the wind speed above 100’ was 5-7mph. Winds were fine for awhile,
but just as the swimmers were rounding the east side of the island the
camera began to descend; the wind was slowing. I began to frantically pull
in line hand over hand. I managed to recover the kite and camera gracefully, but swimmers were passing me by. The lull grounded the camera for
about 20 minutes. Most of this time I struggled to keep the kite airborne
until the wind picked back up again. Finally I had just enough power to
lift the camera rig. By this time most of the swimmers had passed but I
managed a few shots of the rear of the pack and began to walk around the
island in hopes of catching up with the others.The island is smaller than it
seems
and only a fraction of the land is suitable for maneuvering
a large KAP kite. The statue will most certainly catch the
line of a flying kite, when walking from one side to the other. That obstacle combined with the trees confined me to
the east side. And while that prevented me from catching
up with the swimmers, it was the perfect place for getting
shots of the statue. The steep flying angle of the dopero
allow me to get eye level shots of Lady Liberty’s face. But
when the camera ascended to torch level, it pushed further
back and the result was more of a panoramic perspective.
The island’s edge kept me from walking back far enough to
bring the camera closer to the torch.
On the return boat trip, I caught up with one of the
swimmers. He told me he overheard one park ranger tell
another, “I’m putting you in charge of getting rid of the
kite.” Clearly Liberty Island rules are strictly enforced.
Fortunately I was able to get the rig and kite down just as
tourists started to arrive. k
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